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SUMMARY
With farther reaching applications being developed in the realm of software-defined
networking (SDN), simulation can justify the feasibility of deploying initial SDN capabil-
ities in a network or assist with troubleshooting and testing existing SDN deployments as
a part of maintenance or expansion. This work describes an SDN simulation framework
that supports realistic and portable SDN capabilities. Direct Code Execution (DCE) in the
network simulator ns-3 is extended to allow the execution of network programs written in
Python and Java. Support for CUDA libraries in DCE is provided, permitting the simula-
tion of portable GPU-based network applications. An SDN simulation framework in ns-3
and DCE is designed allowing scalable, portable simulation of SDN controller applications
written for the Python-based libraries POX and Ryu supporting OpenFlow 1.0 and 1.3.
Similarly to simulation, SDN provides an environment where an entire topology is
controlled collectively. The mechanisms that are used to manage routing decisions in sim-
ulation can be leveraged for use in SDN. Dynamic, on-demand packet routing in SDN is
described that exploits currently existing headers and OpenFlow rules to provide a routing
solution influenced by NIx vectors. The use of a parallelized version of the Floyd-Warshall
algorithm is studied in the context of SDN as well using the massively parallel process-
ing capability of GPUs. With this effort, route generation for scalable SDN topologies is
accomplished in less time than with sequential graph algorithms.
The final part of this work aims to provide representative performance profiles that
introduce appropriate latencies and other behaviors into the SDN simulation framework.
Using multiple Ryu applications, scalable network topologies are tested using both the
hardware testbed GENI and network simulations. Controller processing time is gathered
and evaluated with the goal of working toward statistically similar results in both environ-
ments. A model is designed and evaluated for an adequate representation of instruction




Software-defined networking (SDN) originated as a means to separate and logically cen-
tralize communication network control from its forwarding plane. This paradigm enables
flexibility by allowing networks to be programmable. In its early stages, SDN provided
a means for virtualizing network space so networking research could occur and coincide
seamlessly with regular traffic on physical campus networks[1]. As SDN grows in both
academia and industry, its capabilities expand beyond these initial goals with more use
cases elucidating its potential. With farther reaching applications being developed, it can
prove beneficial to employ modeling and simulation efforts toward initial developmental
testing of these capabilities. Simulation can justify the feasibility of deploying initial SDN
capabilities in a network or assist with troubleshooting and testing existing SDN deploy-
ments as a part of maintenance or expansion. For initial deployment, simulation of SDN
can minimize initial costs of these kinds of exploratory efforts since network hardware is
not immediately required. Risk associated with introducing updates to an existing SDN
network can be reduced as many issues can be identified and resolved within simulation
prior to actual deployment.
1.1 Contributions
The objective of this work is to develop new SDN-based routing applications that borrow
concepts from network simulation and deploy these applications to profile their real-world
network performance in order to design validated SDN component models. Previous re-
search developing and evaluating an initial SDN simulation framework is presented. The
new SDN controller applications that have been developed will then be discussed. The
primary contributions of this work are:
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• NIx-MPLS flow rule installation behavior for dynamic, on-demand network rout-
ing for SDN has been developed borrowing from the originally proposed NIx vector
construct. Linear and campus network topologies have been constructed in both
GENI and the network simulator ns-3 to examine and compare the performance of
controller applications deploying the NIx-MPLS behavior against applications using
typical SDN flow rule installation. Experiments are conducted to gather round trip
times (RTT) and network throughput under various levels of traffic flow using the
ping and iperf commands. By deploying NIx-MPLS flow rule installation in certain
SDN controller libraries, switches can be instructed in a quicker, more succinct man-
ner that, based on the observed results, provides an improved network throughput.
• Path determination utilizing the massive parallelism of GPUs has also been studied,
demonstrating improved processing time when using the Floyd-Warshall algorithm.
Furthermore, the parallelized version of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm using the GPU
provides faster processing times when calculating all paths in an SDN to simpler
single-path computation using sequential versions of BFS and UCS. Experiments
are conducted on a ring of a variable number of campus networks within ns-3. The
controller processing times in terms of algorithm computation, path construction, and
general completion are collected and analyzed.
• A model has been designed and evaluated for an adequate representation of instruc-
tion processing time distributions in an SDN controller operating in simulation. The
approach and pathway to achieving this model has been described, ultimately deem-
ing a shifted and bound Weibull distribution with antithetic sampling as an appro-
priate approximation. This distribution has been introduced into the task scheduling
mechanisms of DCE to influence a random variable stream responsible for provid-
ing time values to the event scheduler. These values permit the network simulation to
advance simulation time in a way that resembles realistic controller processing times.
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1.2 Dissertation Organization
The remaining components of this dissertation are organized into the following chapters.
Chapter 2 describes the background topics on which this work has been based, specifically
SDN, simulation and emulation in this field, direct code execution as it relates to the net-
work simulator ns-3, simulation routing mechanisms, and the use of GPUs in networks. In
Chapter 3, research enabling network simulation is described as it relates to supporting re-
alistic and portable SDN capabilities. A comparison analysis is discussed in Chapter 4 that
studies the performance of the SDN simulation framework employed in this work against a
number of existing SDN simulators and emulators. Chapter 5 explains the concepts behind
the key contributions of this work while Chapter 6 describes the experimental setup used to
examine these contributions. Chapter 7 displays the results of the performed experiments
and discusses them in terms of their implications on the topics of this dissertation. This
work is finally concluded with an eye toward future research in Chapter 8.
3
CHAPTER 2
ORIGIN AND HISTORY OF THE PROBLEM
2.1 Software-Defined Networking
Understanding SDN conceptually typically begins by examining currently implemented
components that enable programmability of a network. Networks that strictly adhere to
SDN internally direct their packet traffic through very basic switches that examine the
characteristics of incoming packets. These switches perform actions on the packets (for-
ward, drop, modify, etc.) through their switch ports based on installed rules. These rules
are defined, installed, and managed by a logically centralized process referred to as the
controller. The controller must communicate with its switches in a standardized manner,
and the predominant method for normalizing this communication at the time of this writing
is the OpenFlow protocol[2].
2.1.1 The OpenFlow Protocol
The OpenFlow communication protocol is a popular standard under which SDN may be
deployed. The protocol itself arose from the need for an effective method for analyzing
and testing new protocols realistically and scalably. Such tasks were previously cumber-
some and difficult due in part to the rigidity of currently installed networks and a hesitance
to interfere with them at the risk of compromising the base network functionality. The
OpenFlow protocol was introduced as an attempt to address these issues. It is an open pro-
tocol that enables researchers to run experimental protocols on large scale networks while
maintaining the integrity of normal user traffic. With OpenFlow, the flow tables contained
in modern Ethernet switches and routers are simplified to accommodate a general set of
functions and can be programmed according to these functions.
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An OpenFlow switch integrates a flow table, a secure channel, and the OpenFlow pro-
tocol. The flow table consists of a set of flow entries. A flow is a match qualifier linked
with a list of actions to take if the specific match is found. Each flow entry in a flow ta-
ble is composed of a set of packet fields to match and actions to perform, such as sending
the packet out through a certain port, modifying some field or fields in the packet before
forwarding it, or simply dropping the packet. Based on the requirements of a particular
switch, it may reasonably contain more than one flow table.
The secure channel of an OpenFlow switch connects it remotely to the controller pro-
cess. Across this connection, the switch and controller can communicate commands and
data. This communication is standardized by the OpenFlow protocol which provides a
means to interface with the switch without directly programming it. Establishing a con-
nection between the controller and a switch requires a specific set of steps similar to most
network protocol handshakes. Establishing the connection involves a number of message
exchanges, beginning with an OFPT HELLO message followed by other messages for ac-
quiring and/or designating various switch features and configuration settings.
When an OpenFlow switch receives a packet for which it has no matching flow en-
tries, it may send this packet to the controller through an OFPT PACKET IN message.
Upon receiving this packet, the controller will determine the appropriate action for the
switch to take. This action may either be performed a single time by the switch, or the
controller may direct the switch to install a flow entry with the appropriate action with an
OFPT FLOW MOD message. This entry will hold certain characteristics of the received
packet to compare against subsequent packets. Referred to as an ofp match, this set of
packet fields can prompt the switch to perform a given action when similarly matching
packets are received in the future. The addition of flow entries is accompanied by the abil-
ity for the controller to remove flow entries from a switch flow table. This removal may
occur through a direct action sent to the switch by the controller or through timeout values
held in the flow entry [2, 3].
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Table 2.1: Packet match fields for OpenFlow 1.0
Ingress Ether Ether Ether VLANVLANIP IP IP IP TCP/ TCP/
Port src dst type id prio- src dst proto ToS UDP UDP
rity bits src dst
port port
Requirements formally defining the OpenFlow protocol may be found in the OpenFlow
Switch Specification. At the time of this work, versions extend from 1.0.0 to 1.5.0 [4].
OpenFlow 1.0 was the first commercially viable version of the specification. The supported
packet header fields, shown in Table 2.1, and actions are statically defined, necessarily
limiting the scope of its functionality as SDN was still a relatively nascent concept at the
time of its release. The only required actions in OpenFlow 1.0 are forwarding a packet
through the physical and virtual ports of the switch or alternatively dropping it. Packets
could optionally be enqueued, enabling simple QoS support. The packet fields from Table
2.1 could also optionally be modified.
The OpenFlow 1.3 specification[5], as the next version to gain widespread commer-
cial use, expanded upon the functionality provided by OpenFlow 1.0 and other interme-
diaries to provide a more abstract and easily extensible protocol. As shown in Table
2.2, match fields are no longer static field types, as they are in OpenFlow 1.0, but in-
stead described using the OpenFlow Extensible Match (OXM) format, comprising a type,
length, and value (TLV) for each match field. The oxm class designates whether a
TLV is derived from the basic set standardized by the OpenFlow protocol (OFPXMC
OPENFLOW BASIC). An OFPXMC EXPERIMENTER class is provided as well, allowing
researchers to test beyond the basic set of provided match fields. The oxm field identi-
fies the specific header field that will be used to match against the corresponding TLV. For
example, in the OFPXMC OPENFLOW BASIC class, if the IPv4 source address is involved
in the match, the appropriate oxm field would be OFPXMT OFB IPV4 SRC. Using the
OXM TLV format, the OpenFlow 1.3 specification is able to accommodate an additional
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Table 2.2: OXM TLV header fields
Name Size (bits) Usage
oxm type
oxm class 16 Match class, reserved or member
oxm field 7 Match types within the match class
oxm hasmask 1 Set if OXM TLV contains a bitmask
oxm length 8 Length of OXM payload in bytes
28 possible match fields (depending on the type of flow traffic) compared to the 12 required
by 1.0.
Another distinction between OpenFlow 1.0 and 1.3 is an additional layer of abstrac-
tion between flow matches and actions, referred to as flow instructions. These instructions
provide a mechanism for either collecting or immediately executing actions such as the
packet forwarding and field modification actions provided in 1.0. The addition of instruc-
tions enhances the level of control and specificity provided by OpenFlow. Additionally, a
GOTO TABLE instruction is included in the 1.3 specification. In the OpenFlow 1.0 spec-
ification, multiple tables are simply a tool to provide more capacity for more flow entries
in their switches; when a flow lookup reaches the end of one table, it simply moves to the
next one. However, in OpenFlow 1.3, reaching the end of a table implies that the lookup
has completed the process of collecting actions and is ready to execute them. Moving to
another table only occurs due to a GOTO TABLE instruction. In this way, tables can be
assigned specific purposes instead of simply acting as extra space.
2.1.2 Controller Libraries
A logically centralized controller communicates with SDN-enabled switches to which it is
connected. This controller is a process which sends rules to the switches to determine the
forwarding behavior that they implement. Currently, these rules are typically structured
based on the different versions of the OpenFlow protocols, depending on switch compati-
bility. Newer ideas have revolved around the premise of making future switches protocol-
agnostic. Numerous controller frameworks have been developed in various languages, such
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as C++, Python, Java, and even Erlang. Choosing a particular controller library for SDN
deployment ultimately depends on the needs and specifications of a particular organization.
Some options studied in this work include the Python-based libraries Ryu[6] and POX[7]
and the Java-based Floodlight controller[8].
POX
POX is the Python-based variant of NOX, the first controller library to support Open-
Flow. POX provides a means for writing “Pythonic” controller applications compatible
with OpenFlow. As a framework written in Python, its installation requirements are rela-
tively low. Additionally, it possesses a low learning curve due to its design, and as such, has
seen significant adoption in the academic realm as a mechanism to introduce SDN to the
broader community. POX provides its own coordination library dubbed recoco that handles
threading, timing, and other synchronization tasks. Accompanying the POX framework are
numerous built-in controller applications that perform some basic forwarding functionality
such as MAC address learning, link layer discovery, spanning tree, ARP requests, etc. At
the time of this writing, POX supports OpenFlow 1.0[7].
Ryu
Ryu is a modular SDN controller framework written in Python. In terms of compatibility,
it is a more robust framework than POX, supporting fully OpenFlow versions 1.0, 1.2, 1.3,
1.4 and 1.5. Additionally, it supports the configuration protocols OF-config and Netconf. It
provides OpenStack support and is considered well tested by its creators. It is also highly
regarded by the SDN community as a commercially ready option within an SDN deploy-
ment. Within its framework, Ryu handles its synchronization and coordination efforts using
the eventlet Python library. Event callbacks in Ryu applications are handled by decorators
that specify which events trigger them, such as packet in or port status messages, and at
which times the function may be called. Ryu provides many similar built-in applications
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as POX while also including a RESTful API as part of its OpenStack support[6].
Floodlight
Floodlight[8] is a modular, Java-based SDN controller that can be adapted and configured
either manually or through a RESTful API. It supports both virtual OpenFlow switch li-
braries, OpenvSwitch and ofsoftswitch, as well as nearly 30 hardware switch models at the
time of this writing. Packaged and handled as a single JAR file, it can be immediately
booted to implement its default Forwarding application, which provides basic connectiv-
ity between the devices connected to the switches it is tasked to control. By default, the
controller includes topology maintenance, load balancing, and basic end-to-end routing.
Floodlight fully supports OpenFlow versions 1.0 and 1.3 while also allowing experimental
compatibility of versions 1.1, 1.2, and 1.4.
2.1.3 OpenvSwitch
OpenvSwitch[9] is an open-source, OpenFlow-enabled virtual switch library primarily aimed
toward delivering efficient networking capabilities in the rapidly expanding and resource-
demanding environment of data centers and similar infrastructure. It is composed of the
ovs-vswitchd daemon which resides in userspace and a datapath kernel module that
operates at the lower-level kernel space. Under this design, incoming packets to the switch
are first received by the datapath module. If the received packet has a matching action al-
ready installed on the switch, it can make any necessary header field modifications and then
simply forward it out the appropriate switch port without interacting with the userspace.
However, if an action is not found in the flow tables of the switch, it is forwarded up to
ovs-vswitchd in the userspace, where it either internally determines how to handle the
packet or forwards it to an external controller and awaits instructions. Within the datapath
in kernel space, OpenvSwitch caches its OpenFlow tables and makes the distinction be-
tween fine-grained microflows with many packet match fields and less specific megaflows
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when determining how to adequately handle certain traffic flows. Notably for this work,
the addition or removal of certain packet headers such as VLAN tags and MPLS labels
cannot be accommodated efficiently in kernel space and must instead be solely handled
by ovs-vswitchd. This caveat begets a potential performance drawback compared to
flow traffic that does not require these packet modifications. However, it also facilitates
immediate and practical modification of the OpenvSwitch library, a convenience that is not
as readily permissible in kernel space.
2.2 Direct Code Execution
Communication networks are constantly evolving with new technologies aimed at provid-
ing greater quality, resiliency, and security. Modeling and simulation provide an avenue for
examining the traffic within new or existing network topologies. In simulating a network,
characteristics of the topology may be derived without interfering with the existing frame-
work or incurring an immediate hardware or software cost. Popular network simulators
such as ns-3 are effective tools for studying these network behaviors. However, adequate
coverage of new network programs and protocols within simulation requires porting mod-
els of these new applications into the simulators. These efforts require a significant amount
of time for development and validity testing against real-world behaviors. These drawbacks
can be especially pronounced for SDN due to the lack of portability in modeled controller
applications. Instead, a mechanism for directly deploying real-world network applications
within a simulated environment can alleviate these issues while adding realism. The Di-
rect Code Execution (DCE) framework in ns-3[10] provides the capability to execute user
space and kernel space network protocols and applications directly within an ns-3 simu-
lation. These applications typically require no source code modifications. DCE interacts
with the installed binary similarly to how an actual operating system would.
DCE is composed of three layers: the core, the kernel, and a POSIX layer. The core
layer provides virtualization mechanisms to coordinate the actions of the simulated pro-
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cesses within the context of the ns-3 event scheduler. At this layer, global variables, threads,
stack space, and the heap for each particular process are all managed. The kernel layer
connects the real-world Linux TCP/IP stack to the simulated physical layer (L2) of ns-3.
Traffic from the installed applications can then traverse this hybrid simulated stack from
application-level socket function calls. The POSIX layer of DCE replaces the real GNU C
Library (glibc), the standard library for the C programming language. Calls to glibc func-
tions are caught by this layer to determine how they should be handled. In many cases,
DCE does not need to manage certain glibc calls, such as math or string functions,
and can simply pass the call to the glibc of the underlying system. Time-related functions
return information about the simulated time rather than the wallclock time. Socket func-
tion calls are effectively wrappers to the simulated sockets for the ns-3 stack. Subprocess
and threading functions are also handled by this layer to manage their contexts. Local files
are managed in the POSIX layer relative to specific file space for each node running DCE
applications.
DCE has previously been used in numerous experiments to enhance the realism of net-
work simulations. Demonstrations of DCE in literature have primarily focused on the fields
of mobile and wireless networks where updated protocols are introduced frequently as the
technology improves. Rather than constantly porting and modifying these procedures into
simulation, it can be much quicker to simply introduce these protocol implementations
into simulation via DCE. In [11], a comparison of the ns-3 Optimized Link State Rout-
ing (OLSR) model with an actual OLSR daemon in DCE uncovered deficiencies in both
programs. Addressing tuning issues in the simulated model and the daemon program al-
lowed them to be updated to better fit the OLSR RFC. Demonstrations of content-centric
networking (CCN) over mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) and multipath TCP over LTE
and wireless in [12, 13] provide examples of additional use cases for DCE that required no
modifications to the original implementations.
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2.3 SDN Simulation/Emulation Tools
When modeling systems such as communication networks, simulation and emulation aim
to provide adequate representations of the behaviors of these systems. However, simulation
time is not intended to coincide with wallclock execution time. It is preferred that simula-
tions cover a greater simulated time span than the runtime execution time span. Emulation
is intended to execute as closely as possible with the wallclock time, typically to interact
with the real world in some way. Furthermore, work in [14] demonstrates how emula-
tion can be ill-suited for large-scale SDN evaluation. Accurate control plane emulation,
unpredictable update time ordering, and limitations related to scaling down a representa-
tive topology through bandwidth shrinking are just some of the drawbacks noted for SDN
emulation.
Mininet[15] is a network emulator that employs virtual Ethernet pairs and processes in
network namespace in Linux to allow lightweight, rapid prototyping of SDNs. Through
its Python-based API, scripts can be written to construct custom topologies of switches
and hosts. Network traffic from the hosts may then be controlled and monitored through
API commands to analyze the correctness and performance of the network. The hosts in
Mininet are simple shell processes that are given their own network namespace. These hosts
are given a virtual network interface and are children to the main Mininet process. Software
switches supporting OpenFlow are given their own virtual interfaces as well and forward
packets through the virtualized topology based on instructions from SDN controllers. The
SDN controllers may exist internally or externally to the process space in which Mininet
is run. As long as the system on which Mininet is run has network layer connectivity, the
network interfaces of the virtualized switches can be configured to communicate with the
controller process, regardless of its location. The links between all of these components
(hosts, switches, controllers) are virtual Ethernet pairs, or veth pairs, that act as wired
connections.
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Mininet provides a network testbed similarly to simply creating collections of virtual
machines (VM) and connecting them in a specific topology. However, without the overhead
of entire computer systems (OS, memory, etc.), Mininet is able to achieve similar results
with significantly fewer resources. Even with the lightweight features that Mininet utilizes,
it still presents some limitations related to performance and resource usage. All components
in a topology created by Mininet require their own process space. At small scale (hundreds
of nodes or fewer), performance impacts are not necessarily incurred since the memory
usage of the system is not fully exploited. However, at scales of thousands of nodes and
more, performance can significantly degrade as more resources are required to fully realize
the underlying components of each node in the topology. A workaround is available in the
form of CPU limited hosts that only use a specified percentage of the total process space.
With greater numbers of nodes though, this design choice can impede the realism of the
virtualized hosts. Additionally, the use of CPU limited hosts only addresses memory usage
for the hosts. Limitations are not imposed on the virtualized switches and internal or remote
controllers so these components will use as much process space as they would typically
need. The emulated default connections in Mininet also present a performance fidelity
issue as the veth pairs will not provide specific bandwidth limits or quality of service. For
cases where additional characteristics need to be added to the links, TCLinks that employ
the Linux traffic control (tc) program may be used. Even so, the main Mininet process is
still obligated to operate under the Linux scheduler of the system on which it is run. In
this way, the emulated nature of Mininet will not guarantee identical results as simulation
would. Limitations regarding scale, quality of service (QoS), and performance fidelity have
been examined[16, 17].
The flow simulator fs[18] is a flow-level discrete event network simulator written in
Python. Instead of operating on packets, it operates on the higher-level notion of a flowlet
as its network abstraction, grouping streams of packets between a sender and its recipi-
ent. The number of events processed within an fs simulation can be reduced compared to
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packet-based simulation as fewer events are required to model groups of packets than each
individual packet. With fewer total events to process, the simulation in fs is typically able
to complete in less time but with less precision than a comparable packet-based simula-
tion. SDN capabilities have been introduced into the fs platform in an extended framework
referred to as fs-sdn[19]. This framework is capable of directly incorporating the POX
OpenFlow controller libraries and API without modification. Because the underlying fs
system works at the flow level rather than the individual packet level, interfaces between
fs and POX deconstruct flowlets into individual packets and vice versa. fs was designed
to operate at the network layer (IP), so it is incomplete for handling lower layer protocols.
Further work on fs-sdn has focused on making the framework controller-agnostic[20].
The network simulator ns-3 provides simulation/emulation frameworks for developing
network topologies and analyzing their network characteristics. It is developed in C++, and
its libraries may be accessed in the same way or through Python bindings. Both formal and
informal attempts have been made to provide varying levels of SDN capability in ns-3. An
OpenFlowSwitchNetDevice class was added to the ns-3 baseline in ns-3.11[21]. The
implementation of this class suffers from two main drawbacks. The OpenFlow specifica-
tion that it supports is 0.8.9, an early, experimental version that is not intended for commer-
cial use. Additionally, the interface of the OpenFlowSwitchNetDevice is designed
with a built-in controller as an embedded component of the implementation. This de-
sign prevents examination of controller applications written for real-world libraries. It also
hinders proper link testing between controllers and switches in terms of topology checking
and traffic verification. Alternatively, ns-3 provides mechanisms for allowing the simulated
topology in the ns-3 process to interact with real-world network components. One of these
mechanisms is the TAPBridge. Using the TAPBridge, packets sent from a simulated
node in ns-3 may be sent out of the simulation to a real-world recipient. Incoming packets
may be tunneled through the TAPBridge and received within the simulation. With the
TAPBridge capability in hand, links between the components in a Mininet topology may
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be constructed based on channels provided by ns-3[22]. OpenNet[23] extends this effort to
simulate software-defined wireless local area networks (SDWLAN).
Efforts in the discrete event simulator OMNeT++ provided OpenFlow components
based on OpenFlow version 1.0.0[24]. These components were built using the INET frame-
work. Successful implementation was demonstrated through an evaluation of mean round
trip time (RTT) for the simulation of a particular topology. However, the project designed
its own controller rather than allowing for the use of external controller libraries such as
POX. This design lacks controller application portability, making it difficult to compare its
performance against hardware testbeds.
The Estinet simulator/emulator[25], a commercial product based on the network simu-
lator NCTUns, provides one of the more well-rounded options for SDN simulation in that
network traffic and topologies may be configured either textually or through a GUI. The
Estinet design employs a mechanism for reentering the kernel. This process allows it to
support the simulation of NOX, POX, and Floodlight controller applications with complete
portability. However, as proprietary software, it is difficult to accommodate for a complete
performance analysis as the source code is not distributed with the product. This issue
prevents a proper examination of the complete implementation of the Estinet design. The
correctness, scalability, and performance of Estinet is compared against Mininet in [26],
but this work only examines a single grid topology under simple use cases.
This work specifically analyzes simulation/emulation frameworks that can be executed
on a single machine. However, other frameworks have been designed to allow simulations
to be executed in a distributed environment to accommodate additional topology and traffic
scale. Mininet CE[27] allows Mininet networks on different machines to be run collectively
as a single emulation. The Distributed OpenFlow Testbed (DOT)[28] emulates a network
across multiple computer systems. Differing from the clustered design of Mininet CE,
DOT designates one computer system as a DOT Manager that controls the other involved
systems, referred to as DOT Nodes. Otherwise, DOT implements its emulations similarly
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to Mininet with veth pairs.
2.4 GENI
Similarly to the emulators described in Section 2.3, virtual network testbeds, such as the
Global Environment for Networking Innovation (GENI), provide the opportunity to per-
form network research on actual hardware. In contrast to the emulators which run on
resource-constrained single systems or at limited distributed scales, these testbeds provide
ample compute resources which in turn produce more realistic results. GENI is a national
federated hardware testbed that provides these virtualized networking resources. Universi-
ties and other research institutions have collaborated to provide an environment that can be
provisioned and leveraged for use in research in SDN and other cutting-edge networking
paradigms. Participating campuses contribute functional components to GENI through the
use of GENI racks and SDN. The resources located at a particular campus are referred to as
a GENI aggregate. The GENI racks act in much the same way as traditional servers in data
centers and the “cloud” by allocating resources such as VMs in a fair and reliable man-
ner. Using SDN, numerous distinct networks can be realized across GENI racks through
virtual network slicing. The resulting slices are isolated from one another, guaranteeing
the integrity of each created network in terms of its functional characteristics such as its
link parameters while preventing interference across slices. Furthermore, a diverse array
of resource options are available through specific GENI instantiations: PlanetLab[29] re-
sources can be obtained via linux Vserver virtualization; kernel-based VMs (KVMs) are
available via OpenStack in ExoGENI racks; InstaGENI and ProtoGENI provide OpenVZ
and XenVM resources; and even raw physical hosts can be requested from ProtoGENI.
Link resources can be varied through a number of tunneling techniques. Within a single
GENI aggregate, compute resources may be connected and configured as a single link or a
broader LAN. Across multiple aggregates, connections must be created as either Stitched
Ethernet links or Layer 2 or 3 Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) tunnels. These links
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provide a shared 1Gbps bandwidth by default, while lower rates can be set and higher ones
are discouraged.
Deployment of a GENI experiment involves the following steps: resource specification,
virtual allocation, experimentation, and resource release. Specifying the resources that are
required for a particular experiment is handled through an XML-based resource specifica-
tion (rspec) file. This file describes the type and number of resources to be requested and
how they are linked together while also permitting more fine-tuned installation behavior.
Software installation, service initialization, and other scripted behaviors can be defined for
particular compute resources while bandwidth, delay, and other link characteristics can be
configured for the network connections. Describing the resources to be requested through
a request rspec can be accomplished via multiple interfaces. The Jacks tool provides a
graphical interface for designating resources. The omni command line interface (CLI) sup-
plies another method for interacting with an rspec. Additionally, the geni-lib[30] Python
API allows users to create a request rspec through a Python script. With a request rspec
created, a user can submit it to one GENI campus (or multiple if it is configured as such),
and if sufficient resources are available, the GENI campus (or campuses) will respond with
a manifest rspec detailing the specific resources that have been allocated. As these re-
sources are real as opposed to simulated, they require some time to boot and perform any
requested installations or services. Once available though, the GENI experimenter can per-
form any required experiments, analyzing various SDN controller or switch configurations
and generating traffic as simple as ping or iperf or through various freely available packet
generators. Resources are requested for a certain amount of time but may be renewed as
demand permits. Upon completion of experimentation, the resources can be returned for
use by other experimenters.
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2.5 Routing in Simulation
In network simulations, packet forwarding should result in routing behaviors resembling
those that would occur in real-world topologies. The most direct way to accomplish this
goal is to implement models of routing protocols, such as BGP or OSPF, that would main-
tain the routing tables for each simulated node in a topology. However, this design is not
scalable as it incurs significant memory overhead managing routing tables for every node in
a simulated topology. Instead, it can be more efficient to manage the routing decisions for
these simulated topologies either collectively, reducing some of the redundancy that multi-
ple routing tables would observe, or on-demand, determining routes as necessary. Collec-
tively computing routes can be accomplished through any shortest path graph algorithm.
However, it can require substantial initialization time as all routes are globally calculated,
and in the worst case, still incur significant memory usage. These issues can be minimized
though if route calculation is accomplished in a parallel manner using the massively paral-
lel processing capability of graphics processing units (GPUs). Using a parallelized version
of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm, the work in [31] has successfully demonstrated this more
efficient mechanism for route generation.
On-demand route determination has been examined using Neighbor Index (NIx) vec-
tors[32]. These NIx vectors collect next-hop information at each node along a route until
the destination is determined. In simulation, this mechanism can provide stateless routing,
reducing routing table storage and processing time[33]. It can also be made more resilient
to topology changes by maintaining a record of when each NIx vector was last known to
be valid[34]. A variant, referred to as MTree Nix[35], has demonstrated an 85% reduction
in simulation time compared to traditional NIx vectors by combining NIx vector routing
with a minimal routing table based on multiple spanning trees. NIx vectors have also been
demonstrated in mobile ad hoc networks[36], where they exhibited lower latency and better
throughput than Dynamic Source Routing (DSR).
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2.6 General-Purpose Computation on GPUs
General-purpose computation on GPUs (GPGPU) is a programming paradigm that exploits
the massive parallel processing capability of GPUs to handle the simultaneous computation
of large amounts of data. The Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) is a general
purpose parallel computing platform and programming model that enables GPGPU for
NVIDIA GPUs. Programming with CUDA allows the GPU to act as a coprocessor with
the ability to spawn a large number of parallel threads. Code that will execute on the GPU
is known as a kernel. It must be compiled to a GPU specific binary. When a program
executes, its compiled kernel is pushed to the GPU along with the data that it needs to
process. Kernel invocation from the CPU, in addition to specifying the function that will
be launched, includes parameters for a programmer-provided grid. A grid is composed of
a block count – the number of blocks it intends to use – and a block size referring to the
number of threads in each block. The most threads that a block may contain is 1024 in
current hardware. It should always be evenly divisible by 32 based on how the threads are
executed on the hardware.
GPUs are designed around arrays of multi-threaded streaming multiprocessors (SM).
Each SM in the NVIDIA Kepler architecture is composed of 192 single-precision cores and
64 double-precision cores. Each SM also possesses 32 special function units and 32 load/s-
tore units. The special function units can support operations such as sine, cosine and square
root. Upon execution, each grid block is given to an SM until it completes. Each SM can
hold up to 16 blocks or 2048 threads, based on whichever limit is reached first. Thread exe-
cution occurs in warps, groups of 32 threads within an SM. This concept implies that block
sizes should be evenly divisible by 32 in order to completely fill allocated warps. Other-
wise, some warps will hold threads that do not do anything. Threads are given sequential
thread identifiers within their warp. Warp threads are executed similarly to the single in-
struction multiple data (SIMD) pattern in Flynn’s taxonomy[37]. However, standard SIMD
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suggests that every thread will execute every instruction whereas the CUDA model allows
programmers to insert divergent code paths into their kernels. This mode of execution is
considered single instruction multiple thread (SIMT). At the hardware level, certain threads
will be either enabled or disabled based on their response at the point of divergence. From
this point until the paths reconverge, some threads will execute instructions while others
will effectively noop. When handled correctly, divergence provides additional flexibility
when designing a kernel. However, significant performance degradation can occur when
divergence is not designed well.
Interacting with an NVIDIA GPU beyond simply spawning kernel functions occurs
through one of two APIs, the CUDA driver or runtime libraries. Both packages provide
functions for moving data between host and device, querying characteristics of available
GPUs, managing their threads and streams, etc. The driver API provides a lower level in-
terface allowing for more fine-tuned control of the interactions with the GPU. However, it
requires the programmer to maintain contextual information about the GPUs in use. Addi-
tional configuration is also needed to prepare kernel functions for launch. In contrast, the
CUDA runtime API hides many of the lower level details, internally managing context and
hiding kernel configuration.
2.6.1 GPUs for Networking and SDN
GPUs have been examined in networking environments to leverage their massive multi-
processing capabilities for highly parallelizable tasks. Traffic monitoring and analysis has
benefited from GPU acceleration in [38]. In [39], a scalable GPU-based IP lookup engine
is introduced that maintains stable throughput and latency. An architecture for accelerat-
ing packet classification through parallel means is described in [40], building on a parallel
classification algorithm called gPF[41] that is optimized for CUDA devices. Prior work
has evaluated the efficacy of parallel versions of pattern matching algorithms for network
security. In [42], a parallel version of the Aho-Corasick algorithm is employed using a
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GPU. String and pattern matching algorithms for intrusion detection systems (IDS) are de-
signed and studied in [43] and [44] as well. Encryption is another field in network security
that can benefit from GPU acceleration with [45] demonstrating a parallel algorithm for the
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). Each of the studies mentioned relied on either pars-
ing previously recorded data or deploying actual hardware to evaluate them. These efforts
would have benefited greatly from a suitable simulation framework.
More specifically, research efforts have also focused on adapting certain highly paral-
lelizable tasks in SDN environments to operate on GPUs. Most studies have focused on
accelerating flow entry lookups and packet/string matching and classification on software-
based switches, such as those running the OpenvSwitch kernel[46, 47, 48, 49]. Other stud-
ies have examined applicable uses of GPUs in SDN for security, either accelerating packet
classification for intrusion detection controller applications[50] or packet encryption on
middleboxes[51]. A GPU SDN controller[52] has been designed that handles incoming
switch events in parallel on a GPU when the workload achieves a certain threshold.
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CHAPTER 3
ENABLING NETWORK SIMULATION TO SUPPORT REALISTIC AND
PORTABLE SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORKING CAPABILITIES
3.1 Extending DCE Beyond C/C++
The concept of direct code execution as discussed in Section 2.2 is primarily constrained
to network applications and protocols written in the programming language of the em-
ployed simulator. For DCE in ns-3 and some similar network simulators, prior work has
demonstrated their effective use for applications written in C or C++, which is conveniently
accomplished because these simulators are written in C++. The Python-based flow simula-
tor fs includes extensions that can connect it to external applications simply because those
applications are also written in Python[19]. The efforts in [53] introduce a framework for
allowing DCE to accommodate and execute code for network applications written in lan-
guages other than C or C++, specifically Python and Java. The executables that launch
applications written in these languages are simply native code binaries that are built from
C/C++ source code. This fact is exploited in order to launch Python and Java applications
within the DCE environment, allowing their source code to be interpreted line by line from
within the context of the simulation. In this way, entirely new sets of network applications
can be examined through the DCE environment without source code modification or the
need to translate the program to C/C++.
3.1.1 Programming Languages
This section provides a simple technical overview of the programming languages examined
in this work. It begins by examining the languages for which DCE was originally intended
to be compatible, namely C and C++. Through extensions for DCE performed in this work,
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two additional languages have been made operable within the ns-3/DCE environment. The
interpreted language Python and its predominant runtime library CPython are described.
Additionally, the Java programming language and its runtime environment, the Java Virtual
Machine (JVM), are discussed.
C/C++
The C programming language is considered one of the first mainstream, general-purpose
programming languages. It is a statically typed, procedural language that has been adopted
for use in a variety of systems. It is one of the “lower” high level languages available
with many newer languages, including C++, Java, and Python, employing it as an inter-
mediary at some point in their respective compiler/runtime pipelines. As stated in section
2.2, the standard library for the C programming language, referred to as glibc, provides
a substantial level of functionality. String and memory manipulation, mathematical func-
tions, system time information, file and socket handling, parallel processing, and a variety
of other capabilities are available in glibc. The C++ programming language was origi-
nally intended as an object-oriented enhancement to C. In addition to similar features as
C, C++ enables class creation complete with abstraction, encapsulation, inheritance, poly-
morphism, templates, and operator overloading. A standard API is provided by the C++
Standard Library, which glibc currently supports. Both C and C++ are compiled to native
code that an underlying computer system can recognize equivalently. This characteristic
results in them being effectively identical from the viewpoint of the DCE environment.
To operate as DCE applications, programs written in C or C++ must be recompiled
such that DCE recognizes them as dynamic libraries rather than static executables. In
this way, DCE can load the main function of a particular program as if it was just an-
other addressed symbol in the memory space of the dynamically loaded library. Compiling
the source code into position-independent code with the fPIC flag allows it to be loaded
similarly to a shared object library. Subsequently, linking with pie and rdynamic re-
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spectively produces a position-independent executable and ensures that all symbols of the
resulting executable will be loaded into the dynamic symbol table. Regarding operability
within DCE, the addition of these flags to the compile and link steps is generally the only
modification required for building a target application for execution in DCE. However, ad-
ditional considerations may be necessary if certain functions used by the application are
not currently implemented in the glibc coverage of the DCE baseline.
Python
The Python programming language is a multi-paradigm, general-purpose, high-level lan-
guage that aims to be more readable than other general-purpose, object-oriented languages,
such as C++ or Java. Today, programming in Python is available in two versions: Python
2 (most recently 2.7) and the backwards-incompatible Python 3 (currently 3.5). The refer-
ence implementation for both versions is CPython, whose source is written in C. CPython
acts as a source code interpreter more so than a compiler. When Python programs (or
scripts) are provided as inputs to the python command, the code will be read and directly
executed by the Python runtime. This fact suggests that, with the proper configuration, the
python command can be built to operate in the DCE environment. In this way, when it is
provided a Python script, the source lines will be interpreted, and the underlying glibc calls
can be handled by DCE. The focus of this work is the CPython implementation of Python
2.7.
The CPython source code did not require any modifications. In building it into the
python executable and libraries, it required the typical flags such that DCE could recog-
nize and load it, i.e. fPIC for compile and pie and rdynamic for linking. Similarly
to glibc, Python is equipped with the Python Standard Library (PSL), a set of objects and
APIs written in Python that provide a standardized baseline of Python programming capa-
bilities. Because the PSL is written as Python scripts and not a “built” library in the same
sense as glibc, it is loaded in a different way. A Python script is generally “imported” into
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the Python runtime through the python command. In the context of DCE, this step occurs
after the python executable is loaded and executed. In this way, the effective kernel space
has transitioned into simulation. At this point, the location of the user-defined Python ap-
plication and baseline Python scripts in the PSL such as os, socket, and string must
be placed where the DCE-enabled node can “see” them. To make the files visible to the
simulated node, the user-defined script is copied into the filespace for the node, and the
PSL is symbolically linked under this filespace as well.
Java
Java is a general-purpose, object-oriented programming language similar in some ways to
C++. Java applications are compiled but not to native code. Instead, they are converted to
Java bytecode which can be executed on the JVM. The JVM along with the standard Java
Class Library (JCL) comprises the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) which provides the
APIs and executable environment for running Java programs. When running a compiled
Java program, the JRE will initialize the environment, and then the JVM will interpret the
provided bytecode into native code that the underlying system can understand. One version
of the JVM, HotSpot, provides performance optimizations such as adaptive compilation as
well as efficient heap management and garbage collection. Development of Java programs
is enabled through the Java Development Kit (JDK), which allows the applications to be
compiled and packaged.
The OpenJDK library, an open-source implementation of the Java Standard Edition
(SE) Platform, provides a configurable mechanism to build an interface between DCE and
the Java programming language. The JRE and JDK provided by Oracle are only distributed
as binaries such that they are only available in specific build configurations. In contrast,
OpenJDK is available as source code that can be built – compiled and linked – with the
position-independent and dynamic flags that allow DCE to load its programs into simu-
lation. The “program” of specific interest is the java command. The source code that
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produces the command and the JRE and JVM libraries that it calls to configure and execute
the Java environment are all written in C. In this way, applications written in Java that are
compiled to class files that the java command will accept will ultimately be interpreted to
glibc symbols. These symbols can then be loaded and executed by the DCE environment.
The implementation of OpenJDK used by this work is OpenJDK 8.
The JRE, designed around the JVM, requires additional considerations beyond simply
addressing glibc symbols that the DCE baseline has yet to include. This process did re-
quire the inclusion of additional symbols, some related to determining the process location
for newly created Java threads within virtual memory. However, accommodating the JVM
also needed to address determining networking interfaces for the DCE-enabled nodes. Un-
der the baseline OpenJDK source code, information about network interfaces and next-hop
routes for a system running the JVM is gathered from the /proc/net/if inet6 and
/proc/net/ipv6 route files, respectively. (The JVM handles translating addresses
between IPv4 and IPv6 schemes.) The information in these files is relatively easy to gather.
However, an interesting issue presents itself in the form of buffer limitations for standard
I/O methods such as sscanf within the DCE environment. Limitations are implicitly
imposed by DCE on the applications it manages simply due to the nature of handling vir-
tual kernel space inside of a simulation. To model the environment the JVM expects as
closely as possible, filespace for a DCE-enabled node is created with the /proc/net di-
rectory in place. However, to accommodate the noted buffer issues, modified versions of
the if inet6 and ipv6 route files are written that only hold the information that the
JVM needs. For if inet6, this information is the hexadecimal representations of the
IPv6 addresses for a node as well as their indexes and device names. The ipv6 route
file that is responsible for configuring routes for the node holds the base IPv6 addresses as
32-character hexadecimal values, the hexadecimal prefix length (similar to the IPv4 subnet
mask), configuration flags, and the device names.
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3.1.2 Experiments
Three sets of experiments have been performed to confirm – and in the case of C/C++
applications reaffirm – the relative range of functionality DCE provides for a variety of
applications. Since both C and C++ programs would compile to roughly similar native
code representations, only C programs have been examined. Alternatively, the choice of
compiler between the GNU C Compiler (GCC) and the Clang frontend for LLVM is in-
troduced for examination to gauge potential differences in compiler optimizations. In one
set of experiments, a single node is tasked to perform some simple applications written in
each language. In the second set of experiments, a simple dumbbell topology tests basic
networking functionality for client/server-style applications written in each language. The
final experiments task a host to ping every other end host in a ring topology multiple times
to examine the scalability of the simulations when handling multiple DCE applications. All
experiments have been performed using ns-3.24.1 and a modified version of DCE 1.7.
Performance Benchmarks
The first set of experiments installs programs written in C, Java, and Python on a single
DCE-enabled node. These programs provide computational workload through some simple
algorithms to confirm basic language capability in terms of data types and operators. They
also test simple functionality in threading and local (loopback) networking, two relatively
common features in networking applications.
• Matrix Multiplication (MatrixMult): 1000-by-1000 array matrix multiplication.
• Calculate π (PiDigits): Display 100,000 digits of π.
• Simple threading (ThreadTest): Create 500 threads that print 1,000 strings.
• Local Ping (Ping1000): Perform an Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) echo
request 1,000 times to the localhost address and receive ICMP replies.
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Figure 3.1: Single-node memory usage
Performance benchmark total memory usage in MB for a single DCE-enabled node and
native equivalents for the various programming languages, compilers, and configurations.
All data have standard errors that are less than 2% of their reported values.
Figure 3.2: Single-node wallclock execution time
Performance benchmark wallclock execution time for a single DCE-enabled node and
native equivalents for the various programming languages, compilers, and configurations.
All data have standard errors less than 2% of their reported values except the GCC and
Clang versions of the simple thread test. Their standard errors are 6% of their values.
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The benchmark results are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 alongside results of each appli-
cation executed natively in the real Linux environment rather than the ns-3/DCE simulated
environment. (The local ping benchmarks are not compared against native versions due
to timing differences in the application designs in each programming language.) Java is
run both regularly and with the -Xint flag to allow it to run in interpreted mode without
some of the “performance benefits” of the JVM. The programs compiled with GCC and
Clang required roughly the same amount of memory and produced similar time results.
Based on the programs used in the benchmark simulations, the resource results are as ex-
pected. Most of the variables in the C programs had been allocated with stack memory
and relatively few were needed, providing little room for any significant compiler opti-
mizations. Based on the notion that both Python and Java are effectively invoking C/C++
calls within their underlying libraries, a certain amount of computational overhead is ex-
pected. In most of the benchmark tests, a tradeoff appears between lower memory usage
with higher wallclock times in Python versus higher resource requirements with quicker
execution performance in Java. The printing of the digits of π as well as the threading test
produced a relatively significant discrepancy between resource usage and execution timing.
However, this tradeoff is actually not realized for the matrix multiplication program. This
result suggests that dynamically typed list allocation and assignment for the Python ar-
rays incur both a resource and performance cost compared to the statically typed integer
array in Java. Additionally, within the DCE environment, the “performance benefits” of the
JVM appear to provide some level of speed-up to interpreted-only Java. However, these
benefits come with increased memory usage in some cases. Threading appears to be one of
the few cases that benefits in terms of memory and time from full access to the JVM. The
local ping results are relatively flat compared to the other benchmarks most likely implying
that the overall program ultimately lacked a significant amount of processing.
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Simple Topology
A simple dumbbell topology is constructed to confirm successful networking capabilities
are achieved in C/C++, Java, and Python as shown in Figure 3.3. Network interfaces for
the links are configured on different 255.255.255.0 subnets (CIDR /24) to confirm packet
transmission occurs through successful L3 routing and not simply ARP requests. Both end
hosts in the described topology are enabled for installation of DCE applications. One end
host acts as a client pushing data to the other end host. The client establishes a connec-
tion through a TCP socket with the other end host. The client allocates 65,536 bytes for
transmission. This amount is selected to ensure that the socket connection accommodates
multiple segments (based on the ns-3 default segment size of 536 bytes) without encounter-
ing congestion control, a process of the simulated stack rather than the examined program.
These allocated bytes are transmitted in iterative chunks to examine the processing over-
head of socket writes for the different programming languages. Upon completion of the
specified number of transmission iterations, the client program exits. At the other end host,
a hybrid server/client program is installed. The server aspect of the program listens to a
TCP socket on the same port for the client on the other host to connect. When the client
makes a connection to the server, the server program accepts the connection and reads
bytes from the socket until the client closes the connection. Upon closing the initial socket
connection, the server program stores the number of received bytes and relays the same
amount of bytes back to the first end host on a new TCP connection. Ready to accept pack-
ets on this new port is an ns-3 PacketSink application. The server-turned-client iteratively
transmits 65,536 bytes in 1,024-byte packets.
Simple dumbbell topology results are graphed in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. For the C appli-
cations, memory remains approximately constant as address space is simply and explicitly
reused while performance intuitively requires more processing time as more processing is
required. The Java versions of the programs had to be run in interpreted mode in order
to complete. Full usage of the JVM is prevented due to its alternation between periods
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Figure 3.3: Simple dumbbell topology
The simple dumbbell topology is used to confirm successful socket handling and data
transmission and reception for C/C++, Java, and Python. The topology consists of 4 nodes
connected linearly with the outer 2 nodes acting as end hosts and the inner 2 acting as
routers.



























Figure 3.4: Simple dumbbell topology memory usage
Simple dumbbell topology results for total memory usage in MB. Standard error bars are
displayed for each data point.
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Figure 3.5: Simple dumbbell topology wallclock execution time
Simple dumbbell topology results for wallclock execution time. Standard error bars are
displayed for each data point.
of optimization and deoptimization for profiling and debugging. In testing the framework,
it was determined that this feature actually presented conflicts for the addressable space
that DCE maintains. Again, an overhead is noted for the interpreted Java and Python pro-
grams compared to the C versions. However, interpreted Java memory usage appears to ap-
proach a limit suggesting potential memory reuse and adequate garbage collection. On the
other hand, Python continues to require more memory with more transmission iterations.
One possible reason behind this result may be that Python continues to dynamically allo-
cate memory as its applications transmit and receive data without reaching a point where
garbage collection is deemed appropriate by the interpreter.
Ping Ring
A ring topology is simulated to examine the scalability of ns-3 when it must handle multiple
DCE applications. The ring consists of a variable number of routers connected to one
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Figure 3.6: Ring topology
The ring topology is used to examine the scalability of ns-3 simulations when handling
multiple DCE applications.
another in a circle as shown in Figure 3.6. Each router is connected to a single host.
Network interfaces for all links are configured similarly to those in the dumbbell topology
using different 255.255.255.0 subnets (CIDR /24) to again confirm packet transmission
occurs through successful L3 routing. Within the topology, one end host is selected for
DCE application installations. The end host attempts to reach every other end host in the
topology. Pings are sent 1,000 times for each end host to inflate the amount of processing
required for each DCE application.
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 display the results of the ring topology experiments. Starting mul-
tiple ping applications for the native code did not require significant overhead in terms
of memory or time. Python produced wallclock times between Java and interpreted-only
Java. However, its memory usage was significantly lower than the dumbbell topology re-
sults. The Java program benefited from the -Xint flag, producing lower wallclock times
than the Python version with a slight memory usage improvement over the full JVM. How-
ever, both experimental runs of the Java program produced significantly higher resource
usage than the other programs. This memory usage trend may have been a consequence of
starting and stopping the JVM multiple times.
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Figure 3.7: Ring topology memory usage
Ring topology results for total memory usage in MB. Standard error bars are displayed for
each data point.


























Figure 3.8: Ring topology wallclock execution time
Ring topology results for wallclock execution time. Standard error bars are displayed for
each data point.
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During testing of the OpenJDK within DCE, multiple applications running simultane-
ously within the limited address space of DCE made it difficult for the JVM to find free
space for its code heap. Two Java applications running at the same time as in the dumbbell
topology experiments appeared to be the stable limit while more than two simultaneous
applications produced inconsistent successful results. DCE applications within the ring
topology experiments were given staggered start times such that one would complete before
another began. When Java applications had dedicated individual access to the Java runtime
as in the ring topology experiments, the JVM resources could be successfully launched and
deconstructed without interference. Testing for potential solutions to the simultaneous us-
age issue is ongoing. However, sufficient use cases are available for the current framework.
3.2 Enabling Simulation of GPU Network Applications
A framework has been designed in [54] that utilizes GPUs on a single system as shared
resources so multiple nodes in an ns-3 topology can use the GPUs. Multiple options are
available for providing this functionality. The API interacting with the GPU may be han-
dled natively, simply allowing calls found in an application to directly interact with a GPU.
Another option allows GPU usage to be virtualized in a similar manner to current sharing
mechanisms in cloud computing. Multiple simulated nodes in the topology can access the
GPUs in a transparent manner, as if they were directly connected to the resources. Re-
gardless of design option, calls to the GPUs from the simulated applications require no
modification to source code. Debugging and analysis of network applications employing
GPUs can be administered in simulation, providing flexibility and scalability while reduc-
ing initial hardware requirements.
Two major design options are implemented, both in the context of libcuda, the CUDA
driver library. One design looks at native integration of the API into the supported calls
in the DCE POSIX layer. Virtualized integration is also designed and studied, employing






















Figure 3.9: Designs for enabling CUDA support for DCE natively
into DCE. Communication between DCE and the backend occurs through either a simple
file descriptor socket or a tap-bridged TCP/IP connection. Within ns-3 and DCE, the user
interface is the same regardless of the underlying designs as shown in the identical ns-3
blocks in Figures 3.9 and 3.10.
3.2.1 Native Integration
Native integration enabling CUDA support for DCE-enabled applications allows API calls
to CUDA to direct to actual CUDA functions. This design can be seen in Figure 3.9 where
CUDA calls in the given binary directly call to the GPU. In the DCE architecture, this
integration is realized with the NATIVE macro. In this particular case, the functions are
the CUDA driver API. These calls interact with the actual hardware installed on the sys-
tem. Enabling native integration is straightforward. The design is simple and immediately
provides the simulated framework.
3.2.2 Virtualized Integration
Virtualized integration in DCE enabling CUDA support employs the framework depicted
in Figure 3.10. Under this design, the gVirtuS backend process acts as a server, listening for
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Figure 3.10: Design for enabling CUDA support for DCE with gVirtuS
incoming connections externally from the ns-3 simulator. When a DCE application in the
ns-3 simulation encounters CUDA API calls in its installed binary, it connects to the back-
end process. A subprocess is then created in the gVirtuS backend to maintain the context
for the DCE application and its installed binary. CUDA API calls within the binary of that
DCE application are channeled through a communicator associated with the connection.
This communicator sends the API call and its associated arguments to the associated sub-
process in the gVirtuS backend. This subprocess is then responsible for executing the actual
CUDA API calls and interacting with the underlying NVIDIA GPU. If multiple nodes in
the ns-3 simulation have CUDA-based binaries installed on DCE applications, each one
establishes its own separate connection with its own communicator. Each communicator
in turn connects to its own subprocess that is being handled in the gVirtuS backend. The
design of this virtualized implementation accommodates introduction of simulated latency
for particular API calls while native integration does not.
Communicators for the connections between DCE and the gVirtuS backend have been
designed in two ways. One type of communicator handles a Unix-based file descriptor
socket that sends and receives messages between the DCE applications and the gVirtuS
backend subprocesses. Each communicator handles its own temporary file so that different
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communicators are not be reading or writing to the same file. The other type of commu-
nicator allows DCE and the gVirtuS backend to communicate through tap bridges that act
as network interfaces between the two processes. When this communicator is used, the
gVirtuS backend proactively creates tap bridges to maintain distinct connections between
each connected DCE application and gVirtuS backend subprocess. Both communicators
are studied to compare their overheads.
3.2.3 Experiments
Single Node Benchmarks
A single node topology is not very useful for typical network research, but it provides a
baseline for initial analysis of the system designs. A single node is simulated with one
GPU-based network application installed. The following applications are studied:
• Vector addition (VECADD): Performs element-by-element vector addition.
• Matrix multiplication (MATMUL): Implements a matrix multiplication kernel.
• Simple Texture (SMPTEX): Performs a demonstration of CUDA textures.
• Device Query (DEVQRY): Displays the properties of the CUDA devices present.
The benchmark results are shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. The designs interfacing
with the gVirtuS backend provide comparable wallclock execution times to the natively
integrated implementation. The gVirtuS framework utilizing basic file sockets provided
generally better execution times, suggesting it requires less network overhead than the tap
interface. Resource usage was similar across the different designs, but the gVirtuS designs
did exhibit some overhead from the gVirtuS backend processes.
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Figure 3.11: Single-node wallclock execution time
Benchmark results for wallclock execution time for a DCE-enabled node. Standard time
errors are less than 8% of their reported values.
Figure 3.12: Single-node CPU memory usage
Benchmark results for total CPU memory usage for a single DCE-enabled node for each
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Figure 3.13: Pairs network topology
The “pairs” network topology is a disjoint set of node pairs where one node encrypts and
sends data to the other node which decrypts it.
Pairs Topology
The “pairs” topology is a simple example to examine the scalability of the described designs
using a practical GPU network application across multiple simulated nodes. As shown in
Figure 3.13, pairs of nodes are only connected to each other. This topology reduces the
overhead that would have occurred in a more connected topology. The major overhead that
is visualized stems from the DCE applications and the underlying CUDA frameworks. The
node pairs for this topology are enabled for DCE with CUDA-based AES encryption/de-
cryption applications. The AES application encrypts and decrypts using the Electronic
Codebook (ECB) mode. This mode is not secure for actual cryptographic protocols, but it
presents the types of simulations enabled by this work. The sender nodes encrypt a 30MB
file with the parallelized AES ECB encryption and send the encrypted data to the receiver
nodes. Upon receiving the data, the receivers decrypt the data with parallelized AES de-
cryption and write it to a file. Each node pair performs this process with a unique key.
The results for the pairs topology are shown in Figures 3.14, 3.15, and 3.16. Wallclock
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Figure 3.14: Pair wallclock execution time
Wallclock execution time results for the pairs topology executing AES encryption and
decryption for each framework configuration. Standard errors are noted to be minimal.
execution time is nearly identical across all examined frameworks. Since each simulation is
running the same kernel functions across the different nodes, the similar GPU memory re-
sults are expected. The CPU memory usage results are also similar across each framework.
It should be noted that the CPU memory usage for the virtualized integration frameworks
comprises resource usage from the main simulation process and each gVirtuS backend
subprocess. Virtualized integration is preferred over native integration for future modeling
improvements, and its minimal overhead validates this preference.
Further testing sought to determine the maximum number of nodes that could be sim-
ulated in the pairs topology. Originally, 64 simulated nodes are tested sharing a single
GPU. The true limit in this case is 76 nodes (38 pairs) limited by the 6GB memory of the
tested GPU. Sharing a single GPU over 76 simulated nodes is preferable to acquiring 76
GPUs. Also, multiple GPUs could be installed to allow more simulated nodes to share the
combined resources on the underlying system.
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Figure 3.15: Pairs CPU memory usage
Total CPU memory usage results for the pairs topology executing AES encryption and
decryption for each framework configuration. Standard errors are noted to be minimal.
Figure 3.16: Pairs GPU memory usage
Total GPU memory usage results for the pairs topology executing AES encryption and
decryption for each framework configuration. Standard errors are noted to be minimal.
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS OF EXISTING SDN SIMULATORS AND EMULATORS
An SDN simulation framework within ns-3 is introduced in [55] and extended in [56] em-
ploying DCE in conjunction with Python and the Python-based controller libraries POX
and Ryu and an ns-3 user-defined application, SdnSwitch, that supports OpenFlow 1.0.
Separate, subsequent work providing OpenFlow 1.3 switch support has been made to coop-
erate with DCE as well to permit SDN simulation using a more widely used version of the
OpenFlow specification. This framework applies a novel approach toward achieving scal-
able, portable simulation of SDN-based topologies. Providing a mechanism for using POX
or Ryu within DCE, controller applications written for these libraries can be developed and
debugged in simulation and then immediately ported to a real-world deployment. Bene-
fiting from the current capabilities provided by both ns-3 and DCE, this framework can
achieve significant simulated node scales, providing the capacity necessary for adequately
simulating enterprise and data center networks. A number of SDN simulation/emulation
libraries are also examined in addition to the previously described framework. Comparing
real-time performance, memory usage, and reliability in terms of packet loss, the over-
all performance of each simulation/emulation tool can be compared against one another.
Through this comparison, appropriate tool selection can be determined.
4.1 SDN Simulation with ns-3 and DCE
OpenNet presents a performance bottleneck in terms of scalability due to its TAP device
interface between Mininet and ns-3. Mininet suffers from scalability issues as well due
to its heavy use of network and process resources. The SDN capability in baseline ns-3
exhibits its own set of issues as previously described in Section 2.3. For these reasons,
an SDN switch application supporting OpenFlow 1.0 has been designed to interface with
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the DCE module of ns-3 to allow real, deployable controller applications to be executed
on an ns-3 simulated topology. A separate, subsequent work independent from this effort
provided OpenFlow 1.3 switch support in ns-3 as well. The source code from that work
has been made to cooperate with DCE in this work to provide similar functionality to
the OpenFlow 1.0 work while supporting a more robust and widely used version of the
OpenFlow specification.
The design of the classes specific to providing SDN simulation capabilities in ns-3 pri-
marily center on implementing an OpenFlow-enabled switch as a user-defined application.
This application is installed on nodes in the simulated topology, allowing them to receive
packets, perform a given set of actions based on the nature of these received packets, and
then forward them appropriately. The switch is designed such that it can communicate with
external, real-world controller libraries. The SDN switch application is comprised of the
SdnPort, SdnFlowTable, and SdnSwitch classes. SdnPort provides the formal
definition of a binding port for the switch to send and receive data. The SdnFlowTable
provides the structure and control for a table of flow rules for the switch to use on incoming
packets. The SdnSwitch provides the actual application acting as a switch.
The OFSwitch13 module[57] enhances ns-3 with OpenFlow 1.3 technology support.
The module components include the switch network device, the controller application in-
terface, the OpenFlow channel, and the external ofsoftswitch13 library. The switch network
device is used to interconnect ns-3 nodes using CSMA devices and channels. Each switch
device consists of a collection of ports, and each of the ports is connected to a CSMA de-
vice. The switch is connected to a controller either through a CSMA channel shared by
all controlled switches or its own dedicated CSMA or point-to-point channel. Each switch
receives packets from one port, directs them to the ofsoftswitch13 library[58, 59] for Open-
Flow pipeline processing, and then executes the appropriate actions based on the returned
action set. It estimates the average flow table search time by introducing a k ∗ log2(n) delay
derived from the concept that most lookup algorithms are based on binary search trees. One
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Figure 4.1: Overall architecture of OFSwitch13 connecting to a DCE-enabled node.
or more OpenFlow queues can be attached to a port to provide QoS support for the output
packets. An OpenFlow 1.3 controller interface and an OpenFlow channel also accompany
the module to provide basic functionality for controller implementation. However, instead
of using this non-portable interface, this work examines the use of DCE to integrate ex-
ternal OpenFlow controllers, such as POX and Ryu. The overall architecture is shown in
Figure 4.1.
The ofsoftswitch13 library provides the OpenFlow datapath implementation for OF-
Switch13, including the input/output ports and flow, group, and meter tables. It operates
entirely in user space and uses the OFLib library to convert internal messages to and from
OpenFlow 1.3 format. The packet-processing NetBee[60] library is used to decode and
parse incoming packets. The library is modified to integrate with the OFSwitch13 module.
In order to send and receive packets to and from the ns-3 environment directly, the related
functions are annotated as weak symbols to permit overriding them at link time. A similar
strategy is applied for time-related functions to ensure time consistency between the library
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Figure 4.2: Structure of a DCE-enabled node as a controller and an SdnSwitch object
Communication occurs across the ns-3 point-to-point channel object. Packets are handled
by the SdnSwitch through ns-3 simulated sockets maintained in the SdnConnection
object. DCE handles packet coordination on the controller node.
and simulator. The library uses callbacks to notify the module about internal packet events.
Using both ns-3 and DCE, the simulated switches can use either the SdnSwitch class
for OpenFlow 1.0 support or the OFSwitch13 objects for 1.3 capabilities. The simulated
controllers can take DCE applications running either POX or Ryu. In this way, the con-
troller applications examined are directly portable to real network deployments. Setting up
the entire framework utilizes the installation tool bake[61].
Figure 4.2 displays how a POX or Ryu application on a DCE-enabled node would inter-
act with the SdnSwitch object. The controller is managed by DCE. The DCE Manager
maintains the simulated operating system space for the node and interacts within the node
with the DCE Application. The installed application on this DCE Application is a locally
built version of Python 2.7 with the appropriate library dependencies for POX and Ryu.
Python interprets the appropriate instructions, executes the specified controller applica-
tions, and communicates packets back and forth to the ns-3 channel (point-to-point usage
shown). Socket calls for packet transmission and reception by Python are translated to
simulated socket calls for ns-3 by DCE. Listing 4.1 displays the code for configuring and
installing POX or Ryu on a DCE-enabled node. Python is set as the binary to execute, and
environment variables are set to point the executed process to appropriate locations in the
simulation filespace for Python scripts. The managing script for the controllers and their
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specific applications then simply become arguments to be read by the Python binary.
4.2 Experiments
Experiments have been performed on some of the emulation and simulation frameworks
described in Section 2.3. These experiments and the topologies on which they have been
executed are not identical across frameworks due to differences in design and supplied
capabilities as well as various limitations that are noted as necessary. Even so, the exper-
iments have been designed in such a way to make them as similar in terms of topology,
network configuration, and traffic generation as possible. As an additional consideration
for the flow-based simulator fs, two definitions for the size of a flow are examined. A flow
may model either 10 packets (denoted as “fs-sdn 10” in the figures) or 100 packets
(denoted as “fs-sdn 100”).
Determining the resource utilization of each of the simulation/emulation tools varies
based on the nature of the tool. Because fs-sdn and the ns-3 DCE framework are both sim-
ulators and handle all of their respective components internally, their memory usage can
be considered the maximum usage achieved by the process under which they reside. For
Mininet and OpenNet, it is not quite as simple. As emulators rather than simulators, these
tools employ a number of components external to the process on which they reside. It is
important to gather as many of these external components as possible. Each Mininet host,
switch, and controller requires its own user space and memory. For each instantiation of
traffic generation (iperf, ping, etc.), a process is spawned as well, and its information must
be considered as part of the Mininet resource profile. Furthermore, for each controller
required for a particular topology, its process data must be collected since it effectively
participates in the emulation. For the largest campus network topology examined, 21 con-
troller processes are examined as part of the Mininet and OpenNet emulations. Addition-
ally, Mininet spawns dhclient processes to dynamically allocate IP addresses for all of the
objects that it creates. However, OpenNet utilizes its ns-3 components for determining IP
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Figure 4.3: Linear network topology
The linear network topology is a linear network of 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 access layer
switches each connected to 16 hosts.
addresses so it does not require this extra process consideration.
The linear network topology, as shown in Figure 4.3, is designed as a linear network
of switches. This single layer comprises a set of switches that connects to the hosts of
the network. These access switches connect to each other as well as the controller. For
traffic generation, each host randomly selects another access switch and then sends its data
to its corresponding host on that switch, i.e. host 2 on switch 0 might send to host 2 on
switch 8. A single POX/Ryu controller is connected to each switch in the topology. This
controller forwards traffic through layer 2 learning. The controller directs switches individ-
ually to flood new traffic while recording the input port and source Ethernet address. When
the switch receives another packet destined for a recorded Ethernet address, it forwards it
through the associated switch port.
For the simple linear switch topology, performance in terms of wallclock completion
time, shown in Figure 4.4, does not differ too significantly for Mininet running both POX
and Ryu, fs-sdn with 10-packet flows, and the ns-3 DCE framework running POX. How-
ever, the best performance is exhibited by fs-sdn with 100-packet flows. This result can be
expected since the lower level of granularity at which fs-sdn is operating will cause fewer
events to be created for processing. Furthermore, the flow granularity can be assumed to
be at least part of the reason for the resource hierarchy between 100-packet flow fs-sdn,
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Figure 4.4: Linear network real-time performance
Linear network topology results for real-time performance in seconds. Standard error bars
are displayed for each data point.
Figure 4.5: Linear network resource usage
Linear network topology results for resource usage in MB. Standard error bars are noted
as negligible.
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Figure 4.6: Linear network packet loss
Linear network topology results for percent packet loss. Standard error bars are noted as
negligible.
10-packet flow fs-sdn, and the ns-3 DCE framework displayed in Figure 4.5. Interestingly,
DCE running Ryu and interacting with the OFSwitch13 objects exhibited the highest real-
time overhead and some of the highest resource usage. Since POX and Ryu are utilizing
the same type of application to implement their packet forwarding behavior, much of this
overhead is most likely a consequence both of the underlying Ryu architecture and the OF-
Switch13 module. Although little difference is noticed between POX and Ryu in Mininet
outside of packet loss, the simulations running in ns-3 will encounter processing overhead
as DCE balances the threading mechanisms of Ryu and OFSwitch13 interfaces with the of-
softswitch13 library for pipeline processing. Shown in Figure 4.6, in terms of packet loss,
Mininet experienced significant loss when handling OpenFlow 1.3 in relation to Ryu that is
not realized when it runs OpenFlow 1.0 and POX. Similar but less significant packet loss is
observed for DCE when running OFSwitch13 and Ryu at higher scales, which may suggest















Figure 4.7: Simplified campus network topology
The campus network topology connects a ring of switches modeling a simplified campus
network.
by DCE while running Ryu can partially explain the higher runtime realized compared to
Mininet. Under the same circumstances, the ns-3 network simulation will be processing a
greater amount of successful packet transmissions.
The campus network topology examines a ring of simplified campus networks as shown
in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. Each campus network is simply a ring of switches that each connect
to their own set of 4 hosts. Eight switches in the ring are considered access switches.
An additional switch in the ring is considered a gateway switch that connects to a single
exchange switch. The exchange switches then form a ring themselves to connect all of the
campus networks. Each ring, including the exchange ring is controlled independently by
a POX controller. These controllers execute link layer discovery to determine the part of
the topology they control and a spanning tree application that prevents flooding loops from
occurring. The controllers forward traffic with layer 2 learning. For traffic generation, each
host decides whether to send data on its local ring or to a remote ring. It randomly selects
the switch and receiver.
Due to the design limitations of fs-sdn, a minor modification to the described topology








Figure 4.8: Ring of campus networks
The campus network topology connects the simplified campus networks together, forming
a ring of these smaller networks.
Figure 4.9: Campus network real-time performance
Campus network topology results for real-time performance in seconds. Standard error
bars are noted as negligible.
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Figure 4.10: Campus network resource usage
Campus network topology results for resource usage in MB. Standard error bars are noted
as negligible.
Figure 4.11: Campus network packet loss
Campus network topology results for packet loss percentage. Standard error bars are
noted as negligible.
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layer discovery and spanning tree controller applications cannot prevent flooding loops. To
accommodate this limitation, one link from each ring in the network is deleted. In these
simple ring topologies, this modification produces an effect similar to flooding loop pre-
vention while maintaining roughly the same network behavior. The controller applications
are all still allowed to execute as well to ensure as much network traffic is maintained as
possible. For this specific topology, it is adequate to administer this change for the exper-
iments on fs-sdn while still comparing its results against the other emulators/simulators.
It would not be appropriate for more complex topologies as the change to network traffic
would be drastic.
For the campus network topology, shown in Figures 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11, 100-packet
flow fs-sdn again outperforms the other systems in terms of execution time and memory
usage. However, 10-packet flow fs-sdn does not perform as well as Mininet or the ns-3
DCE framework. Resource usage in both Mininet and OpenNet demonstrate the overhead
required by these two systems as they create greater numbers of veth pairs and occupy
more process space with additional hosts. For OpenNet, scaled testing is forgone as its
results continue to be unreliable. Again, at higher scales, the ns-3 DCE framework running
OpenFlow 1.0 and POX produces better performance times than Mininet and 10-packet
flow fs-sdn, but scaling in terms of resource usage looks to become an increasing issue.
However, the memory requirements for the ns-3 DCE framework, at approximately 4GB,
remain in the comfortable realm of possibility for current computer systems. An interesting
and significant limitation of running the ns-3 DCE framework with OpenFlow 1.3 and Ryu
is its current inability to scale beyond 12 campuses, as observed by the lack of data points
reported in Figures 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11. A significant debugging effort has been conducted,
but this limitation appears to be the result of simulated contextual limitations in DCE as
they relate to Ryu importing greater numbers of dependencies within its scripts. As a best
effort, the maximum capability provided through OpenFlow 1.3 and Ryu is demonstrated,
but efforts are ongoing to resolve this issue.
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Figure 4.12: Data center network topology
The data center network topology is a leaf-spine with 4 aggregate switches fully
connected to 4, 8, 12, 16, or 20 access layer switches. Not shown: All switches connect to
a single controller with 1Gbps channels with 1ms delays.
The data center network topology, as shown in Figure 4.12, is designed as a simple
leaf-spine architecture composed of two layers of switches. One layer, referred to as the
access switches, forms the leaf switches that connect to the hosts or servers of the data cen-
ter. These access switches are also fully connected to a second layer of aggregate switches
comprising the spine of the network. As a simplification, the aggregate switches connect to
a single node, referred to as the “cloud” node. This “cloud” node models the gateway for the
data center to either other data centers or the broader internet. The number of host/server
nodes connected to each access layer switch is fixed at 8. Each host decides with equal
probability whether to send data to the “cloud” or to a host on another switch. If the host
does not send to the “cloud” node, it randomly selects an access switch and sends its data to
its corresponding host on that switch similarly to the linear network experiments. A single
controller is connected to each switch in the topology. This controller executes link layer
discovery to determine the topology and a spanning tree application that prevents flooding
loops from occurring. The controller forwards traffic through layer 2 learning. Limita-
tions in the design of fs-sdn prevent it from adequately performing network discovery and
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Figure 4.13: Data center network real-time performance
Datacenter network topology results for real-time performance in seconds. Standard error
bars are displayed for each data point and noted as negligible except for DCE-Ryu points.
flooding loop prevention. Modifications to the actual topology would alter network traffic
behaviors too significantly for a “fair” comparison, and as such, results are not gathered for
the data center network topology using fs-sdn.
With results shown in Figures 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15, the datacenter network topology
indirectly displays the design limitations of fs-sdn while presenting a case where the ns-
3/DCE framework with OpenFlow 1.0 and POX can outperform Mininet and OpenNet in
terms of real-time performance and memory usage. The data center itself is a more com-
plex topology than the previous two, but its scaling is not tested quite as heavily. For
OpenNet, scaled testing is forgone as its results continue to be unreliable. Packet loss for
OpenNet, while not achieving 100%, is still non-zero and increasing with the topology size.
This particular result helps to illustrate how TAP bridge resource capacity is approached
with greater topology sizes. For OpenNet, the resource usage for the data center topology
actually begins to decrease for topologies with more than 12 access layer switches. This
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Figure 4.14: Datacenter network resource usage
Datacenter network topology results for resource usage in MB. Standard error bars are
displayed for each data point and noted as negligible except for OpenNet.
Figure 4.15: Datacenter network packet loss
Datacenter network topology results for packet loss percentage. Standard error bars are
displayed for each data point and noted as negligible.
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result suggests that as OpenNet nears the limits for TAP bridge allocation it uses less mem-
ory since fewer connections are successful. With fewer connections, the controller will
not store as much network information and will not install as many flow rules, requiring
less memory. The ns-3 DCE framework performs similarly to Mininet in terms of time
when running OpenFlow 1.0 and POX but continues to exhibit higher wallclock times and
memory usage with increasing scales. However, the ongoing reliability of the ns-3 DCE
framework in terms of its low packet loss can both explain its higher performance require-
ments while demonstrating traffic fidelity that is missing from Mininet due to its increased
virtual networking overhead.
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Listing 4.1: Source code for installing POX or Ryu controller on a node in ns-3 using DCE.
1 DceManagerHelper dceManager ;
2 D c e A p p l i c a t i o n H e l p e r dce ;
3 A p p l i c a t i o n C o n t a i n e r apps ;
4
5 dceManager . I n s t a l l ( c o n t r o l l e r N o d e ) ;
6
7 dce . S e t S t a c k S i z e (1<<20);
8
9 / / Python c o n t r o l l e r s
10 dce . S e t B i n a r y ( ” python2−dce ” ) ;
11 dce . Rese tArguments ( ) ;
12 dce . R e s e t E n v i r o n m e n t ( ) ;
13 dce . AddEnvironment ( ”PATH” ,
14 ” / : / py thon2 . 7 : / pox : / ryu ” ) ;
15 dce . AddEnvironment ( ”PYTHONHOME” ,
16 ” / : / py thon2 . 7 : / pox : / ryu ” ) ;
17 dce . AddEnvironment ( ”PYTHONPATH” ,
18 ” / : / py thon2 . 7 : / pox : / ryu ” ) ;
19 i f ( c o n t r o l l e r == POX)
20 {
21 / / POX argumen t s
22 dce . AddArgument ( ” pox / . py ” ) ;
23 dce . AddArgument(”−−u n t h r e a d e d−sh ” ) ;
24 dce . AddArgument ( ” f o r w a r d i n g . l 2 l e a r n i n g ” ) ;
25 }
26 e l s e i f ( c o n t r o l l e r == RYU)
27 {
28 dce . AddArgument ( ” ryu−manager ” ) ;
29 dce . AddArgument ( ” ryu / app / s i m p l e s w i t c h . py ” ) ;
30 }
31 e l s e
32 {
33 NS LOG ERROR ( ” Unsuppor t ed c o n t r o l l e r ” ) ;
34 }
35 apps . Add ( dce . I n s t a l l ( c o n t r o l l e r N o d e ) ;
36 apps . S t a r t ( Seconds ( 0 . 0 ) ) ;
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CHAPTER 5
DEPLOYING SIMULATION ROUTING AS SDN APPLICATIONS
Similarly to simulation, SDN provides an environment where an entire topology is con-
trolled collectively. As such, the mechanisms that are used to manage routing decisions in
simulation can be leveraged for use in SDN. Applications using controller libraries such
as Ryu or Floodlight can be used to discover information regarding the underlying con-
trolled topology, calculate routes through the network, and install forwarding instructions
on OpenFlow-enabled switches.
5.1 SDN-Based NIx Vector Routing
NIx vectors are an efficient method for computing network routes. As discussed in Sec-
tion 2.5, they have been deployed in simulation and wireless routing to provide a stateless
protocol that provides low latency and reduced memory requirements over traditional route
computation. However, the rigid nature of IPv4 and slow adoption of IPv6 made its adop-
tion in real wired networks impractical. With SDN, route determination is more flexible,
allowing new methodologies to be introduced and evaluated. As such, NIx vectors can be
designed into an SDN controller application in order to compute routes and install forward-
ing instructions on OpenFlow-enabled switches based on the calculated information.
NIx vectors, as originally proposed, are simply binary arrays that can be used by routers
to determine through which port they should forward a packet. In addition to this bit ar-
ray, the maximum length of a NIx vector Lmax and its current actual length at a particu-
lar hop (Lh) are transmitted along with a packet. Each router within the network knows
as a constant the total number of ports Ph through which it could send data, and this
value determines how many bits must be stored for each particular hop in a route, namely
Ch = dlog2(Ph)e. In creating the NIx vector, a particular router can determine the ap-
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propriate output port for a packet based on traditional networking methods, and its binary
representation is copied onto the Ch bits allocated for this particular hop in the route. The
actual length of the NIx vector is then updated such that the next hop in the path knows
where to place its output port data, i.e. Lh+1 = Lh +Ch. Subsequent packets in this traffic
flow can then use the created NIx vector rather than a traditional routing table, saving both
memory space and lookup time. In reading a created NIx vector, a router on the path re-
trieves Lh to determine where to begin reading it. It then reads off Ch bits to determine its
forwarding decision. It subsequently updates Lh+1 to allow the next hop to know where to
begin reading the NIx vector.
Translating the traditionally proposed NIx vector mechanism to one based on SDN
principles requires some minor considerations. Through topology discovery (generally
LLDP or BPDU), the controller knows the switches and links that it is tasked to manage.
However, it does not immediately know which hosts or external networks exist outside
of the network it controls. Through ARP flooding either on the edges or throughout the
network (assuming spanning tree or some other loop prevention is in place), this missing
picture of the source and destination just outside the edge of the controlled network can be
ascertained. This design consideration also presents a requirements limitation in the extent
that SDN-based NIx vector routing is initially constrained to a topology under a single
(logical) controller.
The most complete transformation of the NIx vector concept to an SDN solution re-
quires the addition of a NIx vector header that can be understood by both the controller
library and the switches deployed on the controlled network. When a packet from a known
host, i.e. a known Ethernet or IP address, is received at the edge of the network and is
destined for a known recipient, the controller would determine the appropriate route to take
through any number of path finding algorithms. It would then allocate a NIx vector based
on the total number of ports at each switch along the route and copy the binary represen-
tation of the appropriate output port at the respective locations in the NIx vector. It can
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instruct the edge switch to push this NIx vector onto the packet and forward it out of the
appropriate port. Subsequent switches in the route would have flow rules preemptively in-
stalled that would match on a NIx vector Ethertype to know to read off the appropriate bits
based on the current NIx vector length and the number of ports at that switch. It can update
the NIx vector length for the next hop and forward the packet based on the bits that it read.
As previously mentioned though, this design requires significant modifications to both the
network controller library and switch source code in order to accommodate a new packet
header and its associated rules.
Alternatively, an immediately deployable solution can exploit currently existing head-
ers and OpenFlow rules to provide a routing solution influenced by NIx vectors. A com-
mon criticism of NIx vector routing is its resemblance to Multiprotocol Label Switching
(MPLS), although the two concepts are distinct. Even so, the components that accommo-
date MPLS within the OpenFlow specification can be leveraged to prototype NIx vector
behavior within SDN through a process that can be referred to as NIx-MPLS. The first 20
bits of the 32-bit MPLS header refer to the MPLS label which traditional routers use to
distinguish specific traffic flows and swap based on predetermined traffic engineering prin-
ciples. A single bottom-of-stack (BOS) bit is also contained in the MPLS header to denote
whether an MPLS header is the “last” one, signifying that no additional MPLS headers will
exist on the packet following the decision based on its label.
The introduction of OpenFlow version 1.1[62] and subsequent specifications delivered
the opportunity to push and pop MPLS headers using an OpenFlow-enabled switch. These
actions correspond to the OFPAT PUSH MPLS and OFPAT POP MPLS action types, re-
spectively. These concepts provide an avenue for deploying NIx-MPLS behavior. The
MPLS label can act as a representative space for determining an output port decision,
matching only on this field rather than any additional fields such as Ethernet or IP addresses.
In this way, the NIx-MPLS behavior exhibits the following workflow. Upon completion of
the controller-to-switch handshake, switches on the network are given two flow rules for
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each port that they contain. Each rule matches on the MPLS unicast EtherType (0x8847)
and an MPLS label corresponding to a particular port. Each flow rule also matches on
the BOS bit of the MPLS header. For MPLS labels that do not have the BOS bit set, the
outer MPLS header is popped from the packet, and the packet is forwarded out of the port
matching the popped MPLS label. The EtherType remains 0x8847. If the BOS bit is set,
the outermost MPLS label is popped from the packet, but the EtherType is reset to IPv4
(0x0800). The packet can then be forwarded out of the port matching the popped MPLS
label to presumably exit the edge of the controlled network. (For additional security, a more
complex association of MPLS label and output port may be utilized, either through a hash
function or some other obfuscation.)
Creation of the original “strand” of MPLS headers is instantiated at the incoming edge
switch. When a new IPv4 packet is received by an edge switch, it forwards information
to the controller. The controller uses the received packet information, its stored topology
information, and a chosen shortest paths algorithm to determine the appropriate strand
of MPLS labels corresponding to the output ports at each switch along the route. The
controller then installs these rules on the edge switch as an instruction that will apply the
actions sequentially. A final action will forward the resulting packet with all of its MPLS
labels out the appropriate port. This process effectively encapsulates the packet such that
subsequent switches will pop MPLS headers and forward their resultant packets based on
the determined route.
Under this NIx-MPLS approach, the edge switches of the controlled network are the
only points that must be provided new instructions while the remaining switches can be
immediately prepared to match and route packets in a simpler fashion. This design differs
significantly from typical SDN/OpenFlow flow rule installation. At best, most controller
applications will simply preemptively push similar flow rules to each switch along a deter-
mined route when a new traffic flow is discovered. At worst, in applications that exhibit
learning switch behavior, each switch along a route is tasked to request a flow rule for
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any newly discovered traffic. For this work, the NIx-MPLS mechanism can be compared
against the latter two rule installation processes across multiple controller libraries and
shortest path algorithms, such as breadth first search (BFS), uniform cost search (UCS),
and the Floyd-Warshall algorithm. In this way, a thorough examination of the performance
of the NIx-MPLS approach can be achieved. Furthermore, the performance on specific
controller libraries, such as Ryu and Floodlight, can be examined to demonstrate its effec-
tiveness in different controller environments.
5.2 GPU-Based Routing with Parallel Floyd-Warshall
Since the controlled topology information in an SDN can be collectively determined and
managed, route calculation can be accomplished using any shortest path algorithm. Provid-
ing scalable SDN topologies though can lead to routing algorithms that are not as scalable.
Instead, it can be more appropriate to handle route computation in a parallel manner using
the massively parallel processing capability of graphics processing units (GPUs). Using
the parallelized version of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm introduced in [31], route genera-
tion can be accomplished in less time and with lower CPU utilization than with sequential
graph algorithms.
The traditional Floyd-Warshall algorithm, originally described in [63], is an all-pairs
shortest path algorithm that can be used to determine the length between any set of vertices
in a weighted graph. The weights may be either positive or negative, although this advan-
tage is less necessary in communication networks. The original algorithm alone cannot
be used to discover the actual paths that have been calculated, but minor adjustments can
remedy this issue. As shown in Algorithm 1, arrays are constructed such that their row
indices correspond to source nodes and similarly the column indices represent the desti-
nation nodes of the weighted graph. All distances in the NxN array dist are initialized
to ∞ unless a weight is already specified between a certain source and destination. For
path determination through a next-hop examination, an additional array next is created to
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ultimately designate through which node a path should travel to reach a destination. The
algorithm then iterates through the array dist and attempts to find alternate paths between
particular sets of nodes i and j whose distances are weighted less than the current distance
between i and j (designated in the algorithm by separate links that connect through node
k). If a shorter distance is discovered, this new value is stored for the length between i and
j, and the path is updated by saving the next hop from i to k as the new hop from i to j.
Through this modified version of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm, the shortest paths and the
next hops to begin those paths can be determined by iterating through all combinations of
i, j, and k.
Listing 5.1 demonstrates one potential kernel function that can be compiled to par-
allelize the Floyd-Warshall algorithm. The results calculated for particular combinations
of i and j are independent from one another, and as such, their calculations may simi-
larly be established independently from one another. However, the third iteration of the
1..N loop must remain as each new distance is calculated. Additionally, these calculations
are permitted to occur in-place since the candidate distances and hops are initially stored
and synchronized for each thread (through the syncthreads CUDA function). If the
threads are not synchronized at line 14 in Listing 5.1, slower threads may read incorrect
data already modified by quicker threads. As discussed in Section 2.6, the potential for
thread divergence exists as two conditional statements appear in the kernel. However, they
pose little performance risk since no alternative paths accompany them.
For this work, the described implementation of the parallel Floyd-Warshall algorithm
has been included in a controller application with path reconstruction and flow rule deploy-
ment occurring through instructions to each switch in a specific path. The application has
been written using the Ryu controller library and the PyCUDA[64] CUDA API for Python.
To better examine the performance achieved through the parallel implementation, bench-
marks have been designed to allow the Floyd-Warshall algorithm to occur for each new
OFPT PACKET IN message received by the controller. This performance is compared
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against three alternate controller applications deploying the sequential Floyd-Warshall al-
gorithm, BFS, and UCS.
A number of limitations in available hardware resources further constrains the testing
and examination of the proposed SDN-based Floyd-Warshall deployment. Large-scale net-
work testbeds, such as GENI or PlanetLab, do not readily provide virtual resources with
explicit GPU computing capabilities. Furthermore, recent updates to the Linux kernel have
resulted in IPv6 neighbor discovery behaviors that interfere significantly with recent ver-
sions of Mininet. This issue prevents a more thorough local examination utilizing this
virtual testbed. Instead, the mechanisms introduced to DCE to provide Python[53] and
CUDA[54] support supply an alternative simulated testbed for examining the network un-
der the control of the aforementioned applications. For a more appropriate performance
comparison, the real wallclock execution times (instead of the simulated times) in response
to OFPT PACKET IN message events will be gathered for each controller application.
Algorithm 1 Floyd-Warshall with Next Hop
1: for i = 1..N do
2: for j = 1..N do
3: if W [i][j] 6= null then
4: dist[i][j] = W [i][j]
5: next[i][j] = j
6: else
7: dist[i][j] =∞




12: for i = 1..N do
13: for j = 1..N do
14: for k = 1..N do
15: if dist[i][k] + dist[k][j] < dist[i][j] then
16: dist[i][j] = dist[i][k] + dist[k][j]






Listing 5.1: Kernel function for parallel Floyd-Warshall.
1 g l o b a l vo id fw ( f l o a t ∗ d i s t , i n t ∗ next , i n t k , i n t N)
2 {
3 i n t i = blockDim . x ∗ b l o c k I d x . x + t h r e a d I d x . x ;
4 i n t j = blockDim . y ∗ b l o c k I d x . y + t h r e a d I d x . y ;
5
6 f l o a t check ;
7 i n t n e x t ;
8 i f ( i < N && j < N)
9 {
10 check = d i s t [ j ∗ N + k ] + d i s t [ k ∗ N + i ] ;
11 n e x t = n e x t [ j ∗ N + k ] ;
12 }
13
14 s y n c t h r e a d s ( ) ;
15 i f ( i == 0 | | j == 0 | | i > N | | j > N) r e t u r n ;
16
17 i f ( check < d i s t [ j ∗ N + i ] )
18 {
19 d i s t [ j ∗ N + i ] = check ;
20 n e x t [ j ∗ N + i ] = n e x t ;
21 }
22 }
5.3 Introducing Validated Performance Modeling of SDN Simulation
As discussed in Section 2.3, most simulators and emulators that support SDN do not have
validated controller models, and of the few that do, validation is primarily confined to the
behavior of a single switch or a similarly low scale topology. This work aims to provide
representative performance profiles that can introduce appropriate latencies and other be-
haviors into the SDN simulation framework discussed in Chapter 3. Using simple Ryu
applications such as layer 2 forwarding as well as the proposed applications from Section
5.1, scalable network topologies such as linear and campus networks can be tested using
both the hardware testbed GENI and network simulations. Controller processing time can
be gathered and evaluated with the goal of working toward statistically similar results in
both environments.
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Baseline DCE processes the applications that it manages without affecting a change
in the simulation time. For most simple applications such as ping, this lack of accuracy
is ultimately negligible and can be ignored in the broader sense of the overall network
simulation. However, for an application such as Ryu, which is being processed in Python
and operating throughout the duration of the simulation, allowing the program to complete
in zero-time can reduce its realism. The variety of processor architectures in production
and the intricacies of how each one handles the execution of computer applications though
makes it difficult and unnecessarily tedious to derive a closed-form solution to be used for
influencing the timing results of a simulation model. Instead, application realism can be
enhanced by experimentally determining an appropriate simulation model. A visually and
statistically similar representation can be produced based on timing results gathered from
real-world testbed experimentation. The frequency with which experimental timing results
are observed produces discrete probability distributions that can be used to fit a random
variable model. This model can in turn generate time values at frequencies resembling
those observed during testbed experimentation.
Introducing the components that will elicit changes in the simulation time in DCE re-
quires an understanding of how DCE currently manages its applications. As described in
Section 2.2, DCE is composed of a core, kernel, and POSIX layer. The core layer abstracts
and maintains all of the components of a particular DCE application in a way that it can
be handled by the ns-3 event scheduler. The POSIX layer interacts with the core layer in
a way that allows both the natively managed and DCE-handled calls to glibc to become
events that can be scheduled. These events are ultimately packaged in objects called tasks
which are separately maintained in DCE by a task manager. Tasks can be instantiated and
then placed in any of the following states based on which process in a DCE application
is currently running: ACTIVE, RUNNING, BLOCKED, or DEAD. When a task is first
created, it is set to BLOCKED, forcing the task manager to wake it up in order to actually
place it in the ns-3 event scheduler. The core layer is responsible for prompting the task
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manager to wake up certain tasks as application processes are swapped between sleeping
and active states. In its current design, DCE accomplishes this scheduling in an immedi-
ate manner without allowing simulation time to advance. When a task event is executed,
it will be set to the RUNNING state. The task can then invoke its event which is a glibc
function call. This operation will iterate as long as task-related events are available and the
associated process is running.
The network simulator ns-3 provides a number of options for generating random vari-
ables based on probability distributions. By introducing a randomized delay based on ex-
perimentally determined distribution parameters, the tasks can appear to incur a realistic
time cost when they are invoked. However, certain operations such as basic assignment
or simple arithmetic or logical procedures do not involve glibc in the way that DCE could
manage them. These operations will only complete in zero simulation time and cannot be
explicitly influenced by a simulated delay model without significant modification to the
current design of DCE. With this limitation in mind, the influence of those tasks that can
be managed by DCE may need to be enhanced in such a way that they can additionally




Experiments for examining both the efficacy of the proposed routing mechanisms in SDN
as well as the adequacy of the validated model for the SDN simulation framework require
a multi-faceted approach. In order to determine the appropriate characteristics and param-
eters of the simulation model, experiments must first be performed within a real-world
network testbed to gather representative data. The network testbed utilized for this work is
GENI[65]. These experiments provide the two-fold advantage of providing data relevant to
the controller processing times while also producing results that can be used to gauge the
performance of the proposed routing mechanisms.
6.1 Network Topologies
Two network topologies have been constructed in both GENI and the network simulator ns-
3 to examine and compare the performance of the controller applications and their routing
policies described in Chapter 5. A linear network of switches is studied to provide a simple
yet extensible example demonstrating baseline functionality of each of the proposed rout-
ing schemes. The Network Management System (NMS) challenge topology, proposed by
Nicol in [66], is considered as well to gather results from what is not only a broadly utilized
benchmark topology [67, 68] but also a representative model of an adequately complex and
relevant network topology. As appropriate, necessary differences in topology and traffic de-
sign between GENI and simulation are provided. As an assumption, links between nodes
in either GENI or ns-3 are considered 1Gbps, and for ns-3 specifically, delays are 1ms as it
is difficult to deterministically verify specific delays from the GENI experiments.
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6.1.1 Linear Network
The linear network of switches, depicted in Figures 4.3 and 6.1, demonstrates baseline
functionality of the proposed controller applications. As its name implies, the linear net-
work is a set of 8 switches each connected to one another to form a single line. Each switch
is then connected to its own set of end hosts. Each switch also connects to a single con-
troller node. In GENI, in order to reduce the number of total VMs requested, each switch
connects to only one host each but is provided 8 distinct links between itself and its host
node. In this way, multiple addresses (both Ethernet and IP) are made available for traffic
generation. This design in turn permits additional flow rules to be installed on the various
switches, building an examination of the routing schemes in the presence of more repre-
sentative flow table lookups. Request limitations for simulation are internally dependent on
the resource constraints of the utilized computer system rather than externally dependent
on resource sharing among multiple users. As such, simulations of the linear network per-
formed in ns-3 are not constrained in the same way as in GENI so each switch is connected
to its own distinct set of 8 hosts.
6.1.2 Campus Network
The campus network, shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3 is based on the NMS challenge topol-
ogy proposed by Nicol in [66]. This topology is intended to resemble a generic campus
network and consists of four subnetworks as well as two connective middleboxes. In tra-
ditional network examples, the rectangular middleboxes depicted are routers that provide
connectivity. However, for this work, each middlebox is an OpenFlow-enabled switch, and
as shown in Figure 6.3, each switch connects to a single controller node. The yellow circles
from Figure 6.2 are normally implemented as local area networks (LANs) with a variable
number of hosts. Similarly to the design choice made for the linear network, in GENI, each
LAN is simply a single host VM with 8 links to its switch; in ns-3, 8 distinct hosts link to





















Figure 6.2: Nicol NMS challenge topology
Subnet 0, Subnet 1 holding VMs acting as servers, and Subnets 2 and 3 which respectively
have 7 and 4 switches with some of those switches connected to client LANs. Switches 4
and 5 connect Subnets 2 and 3 respectively to Subnet 0 as well as to one another.
Ring of Campus Networks
The previously discussed networks examine only 8 and 18 switches. This constraint is
enforced for the examination of the NIx-MPLS performance and the controller processing
modeling effort due to the shared nature of the GENI resources. Larger networks can be
achieved in simulation and are advantageous for thoroughly examining the performance of
CUDA-based routing. One method for achieving large-scale topologies is through simple
replication of the campus network topology. These replicated campus networks can then
be connected to one another at Switch 0 in Subnet 0, forming a ring of campus networks.
Within the context of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm, this extension of the single campus
network increases the NxN arrays by a factor of 4 for each new campus, resulting in 8





















6.2 Traffic Generation and Observed Variables
The ping command is used to study the RTT of some of the longest trips a packet can make
in the investigated networks. For the linear network, this trip is the connection between the
host on switch 1 to the host on switch 8. For the campus network, three separate ping series
are examined. One instance simply checks the RTT between a host on the first switch in
subnet 1 to a host on the second switch in subnet 1. Another set examines the RTT between
a host on the furthest switch in subnet 2 to the host on the second switch in subnet 1. The
final set similarly studies the RTT between a host on the furthest switch in subnet 3 to the
host on the second switch in subnet 1. For the ring of campus networks, a similar scheme
is employed with just three ping series, but the senders reside on the first campus, and the
recipient sits in the campus halfway across the ring.
Two separate instances of the ping command are studied for each series in both the
linear and campus networks. Studying two ping requests allows both the controller and
network performance to be examined. For the first ping, switches have not yet learned
the routes and must be provided the appropriate flow rules by the controller. From this
ping, the performance of each controller application is studied as it relates to both how
effectively the controller disseminates flow rules and how quickly each switch can in turn
forward the initial packet based on these rules. A second ping is then sent after the first
one has completed in order to examine the performance of the network after having learned
the appropriate routing scheme. Without having to consult the controller, the switches are
now tested on how well they perform flow table lookups based on the routing schemes
and subsequently forward the packet. For the simulated network, ICMP packets are sent
similarly through the built-in V4Ping application.
Generating traffic within the network provides resource contention, subjecting the con-
troller applications and the controlled switches to increasing loads under which they must
make routing decisions for the network. In the case of the linear network, these routing
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decisions are not particularly interesting; however, their performance is still necessary for
study prior to examination under more complex topologies. For the linear network studied
in GENI, traffic is generated using the iperf command. UDP traffic is continuously sent
at 100Kbps from a particular IPv4 address on one host to a particular IPv4 address on an-
other. UDP datagram size is set to 1400 bytes to provide sufficient space for the addition
of multiple MPLS labels. (Alternatively, the maximum transmission unit (MTU) for each
NIC in the network could be set larger, but this configuration variability is left to future
study.) For the simulated network, traffic is generated using the OnOffApplication
provided by ns-3. This application provides a similar behavior to iperf in terms of setting
traffic protocol, packet size and bandwidth. The ICMP packets transmitted during the ping
commands are set to 1400 bytes as well to better mimic the UDP traffic behavior.
Under various network loads, the effective throughput of the system can be calculated
to gauge how well each controller application and its respective routing scheme handles
increasing levels of network traffic. Specifically for the experimental setup of the linear
network, traffic flows are distinguished in the following ways:
• None: Only the ping traffic is observed.
• Small (4 flows total):
– Switch 2 to 7: UDP traffic sent from 4 addresses (hosts in simulation) on one
switch to the hosts on another.
• Medium (8 flows total):
– Small traffic
– Switch 3 to 6: UDP traffic sent from 4 addresses on one switch to the hosts on
another.




– Switch 4 to 5: UDP traffic sent from 4 addresses on one switch to the hosts on
another.
The experimental setup of traffic generation in the campus network is designed in the
following ways:
• None: Only the ping traffic is observed.
• Small (16 flows total):
– Switch 3, Subnet 2 to Switch 1, Subnet 1: UDP traffic sent from 4 addresses
(hosts in simulation) on one switch to host 1 on another.
– Switch 4, Subnet 2 to Switch 1, Subnet 1: UDP traffic sent from 4 addresses on
one switch to host 2 on another.
– Switch 1, Subnet 3 to Switch 2, Subnet 1: UDP traffic sent from 4 addresses on
host 1 on one switch to host 1 on another.
– Switch 1, Subnet 3 to Switch 2, Subnet 1: UDP traffic sent from 4 addresses on
host 2 on one switch to host 2 on another.
• Medium (32 flows total):
– Small traffic
– Switch 5, Subnet 2 to Switch 1, Subnet 1: UDP traffic sent from 4 addresses on
one switch to host 1 on another.
– Switch 6, Subnet 2 to Switch 1, Subnet 1: UDP traffic sent from 4 addresses on
one switch to host 2 on another.
– Switch 3, Subnet 3 to Switch 2, Subnet 1: UDP traffic sent from 4 addresses on
one switch to host 1 on another.
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– Switch 4, Subnet 3 to Switch 2, Subnet 1: UDP traffic sent from 4 addresses on
host 1 on one switch to host 2 on another.
• Large (48 flows total):
– Small traffic
– Medium traffic
– Switch 7, Subnet 2 to Switch 1, Subnet 1: UDP traffic sent from 4 addresses on
host 1 on one switch to host 1 on another.
– Switch 7, Subnet 2 to Switch 1, Subnet 1: UDP traffic sent from 4 addresses on
host 2 on one switch to host 2 on another.
– Switch 4, Subnet 3 to Switch 2, Subnet 1: UDP traffic sent from 4 addresses on
host 2 on one switch to host 1 on another.
– Switch 7, Subnet 3 to Switch 2, Subnet 1: UDP traffic sent from 4 addresses on
host 3 on one switch to host 2 on another.
The ring of campus networks is only studied with the ping traffic and no additional
traffic flow since it has only been examined within simulation.
Because the focus of this work is to assess the performance of the network in relation to
the controller applications under investigation, packet flow through the network is limited to
ping and iperf traffic and the LLDP packets that the controller uses for topology discovery.
The nature of the experiments described leaves little extraneous packet flow. However,
one significant remaining traffic type is ARP. ARP requests and replies are transmitted
from end nodes initially when they have yet to associate destination IP addresses with
Ethernet addresses. This traffic impacts the controller as well since it has most likely not
learned which end hosts are associated with which switch ports in its network. Since it
does not possess this information a priori, the controller cannot instruct the switches to
forward packets out of the network directly to the appropriate recipient. Instead, ARP
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requests must be flooded out of the network under the assumption that an ARP reply will
get returned subsequently from the associated switch port. If an ARP reply is returned, the
controller now knows of both end hosts and from which switch ports their packets arrive,
allowing a complete path within the network to be determined. Rather than allowing the
network traffic to be overrun by ARP packets while performance is being monitored, the
network is “primed” prior to data collection through the use of the arping program. This
application operates similarly to the ping command, but instead of ICMP packets, it only
transmits ARP requests and replies. In this way, the controller can manage ARP flooding
without receiving any other packets that may allow it to learn actual routes prematurely (in
terms of the experimentation). It is also allowed to handle that flooding without interfering
with the processing of other traffic. A simple ArPing application has been written as well




7.1 SDN-Based NIx Vector Routing
Experiments performed on the linear and single campus networks have been examined in
GENI to investigate the real-time effects of the NIx-MPLS routing behavior against tra-
ditional flow installation schemes. GENI aggregates at the Georgia Institute of Technol-
ogy (Georgia Tech) and Kettering University provide the compute resources for the linear
and campus networks, respectively. For both aggregates, the controllers, switches, and end
hosts comprising the two topologies are implemented with InstaGENI as Xen VMs running
Ubuntu 14.04. Each VM is provided access to a single CPU core of a hex-core 2.67GHz
Intel Xeon X5650 processor. The GENI aggregate at Georgia Tech provided 499MB of
memory for each VM in the linear network. The VMs constituting the campus network at
Kettering were each provisioned with 368MB.
For these experiments, the NIx-MPLS scheme has been introduced in both the Ryu and
Floodlight controller libraries in order to demonstrate and compare its applicability in both
environments. Specifically, versions of the Ryu and Floodlight controllers used in these
experiments are 4.10 and 1.2, respectively. The 2.6.2 version of the OpenvSwitch library
is installed on the VMs acting as switches in each network. A minor patch is included to
extend the number of MPLS labels that can be pushed by OpenvSwitch from 3 to 14. This
work focuses on the OpenFlow 1.3 specification. Experiments have been executed 20 times
across each routing and traffic generation scheme to determine their resulting average RTT
and effective throughput. An additional variable is studied as well which demonstrates the
performance of the traditional flow installation schemes in both user space and kernel space
(denoted by (K) in the resulting figures). Kernel space OpenvSwitch could not be used in
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conjunction with NIx-MPLS since it cannot processing the pushing and popping of MPLS
headers.
Flow installation for a particular traffic flow differs slightly between the implemen-
tations in the Ryu and Floodlight controllers. In Ryu, since the applications have been
written from scratch, forward and reverse paths are calculated for both simple flow rule in-
stallation and NIx-MPLS. This design further limits the amount of communication through
OFPT PACKET IN messages between the controller and switches, improving transmission
times and bandwidth. In contrast, since NIx-MPLS flow rule installation is introduced in
Floodlight as a patched modification to the baseline Forwarding application, only forward
paths are installed for each new traffic flow to mimic the baseline implementation for a
balanced comparison.
7.1.1 Linear Network
For the linear network experiments, multiple controller applications have been examined.
In Floodlight, the Layer 2 Learning and Forwarding baseline applications are studied against
the patched Forwarding application that uses NIx-MPLS flow rule installation. In Ryu, its
baseline simple switch 13 application which accomplishes layer 2 learning is studied as
well as applications that demonstrate either BFS, UCS, or Floyd-Warshall for path deter-
mination and either simple or NIx-MPLS behavior for flow rule installation.
Floodlight
The results for the linear network experiments running Floodlight are shown in Figures 7.1,
7.2, and 7.3. Standard error bars are displayed but are generally noted as negligible aside
from some of the results for simple layer 2 learning. For the linear network running the
Floodlight controller, major differences in performance are primarily noted in Figure 7.1
for the initial ping RTT results. The general lack of variation seen in Figures 7.2 and 7.3
can be seen as more of a testament to the robust nature of Floodlight rather than a reason
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Figure 7.1: Floodlight RTT (1st Ping) - Linear Network
against supporting the NIx-MPLS behavior. By maintaining adequate load balancing over
basic BFS path determination, the Floodlight controller is able to provide sufficient packet
routing regardless of the flow installation mechanism.
Initial flow learning, as demonstrated by the results in Figure 7.1, provides the most
distinct variation seen across the variables tested. Layer 2 learning provides the slowest
flow installation, resulting in slower reported RTTs whether it is executed in kernel or user
space. As discussed in Section 2.1.3, switches running the kernel space configuration for
OpenvSwitch must still communicate through the user space upon initial flow installation.
This process ultimately causes the performance of the kernel space variant to approximately
mirror the results when a switch is operating in user space. In some cases, as noted in the
figure, this process can potentially introduce an overhead when a switch must decide to
forward a packet from kernel space to user space rather than simply transmit the packet to
user space by default. Additionally, the decrease in RTT seen from layer 2 learning to the
default Forwarding application to the NIx-MPLS installation behavior is the most evident
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Figure 7.2: Floodlight RTT (2nd Ping) - Linear Network
Figure 7.3: Floodlight Throughput - Linear Network
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demonstration of the reduction in flow rule installation. For layer 2 learning, each switch
will receive the initial packets from a particular traffic flow without having any matching
flow rules installed. As such, each new packet will result in an OFPT PACKET IN message
that will be received by the controller for each switch. The controller must then transmit
the flow rules to each switch. This behavior becomes less burdensome to the controller as
additional traffic flows allow it to cache information for later flows. For the Forwarding
application, the controller will preemptively install flow rules for each switch in a deter-
mined path, limiting the number of OFPT PACKET IN messages but still requiring the
same number of flow installations. For NIx-MPLS, flow rules within the switch network
are preemptively installed when the switch first connects to the network. In this way, only
one edge switch interacts with the controller when a new traffic flow is discovered, limiting
the resultant network traffic between the controller and its switches.
Ryu
The results for the linear network experiments running Ryu are shown in Figures 7.4, 7.5,
and 7.6. Compared to the results under the Floodlight controller, the impact of employing
different applications is more discernible in the Ryu controller. The combination of differ-
ences in the designs of these two controller libraries influences the resulting discrepancies.
Written in different programming languages, these two controllers are designed with differ-
ent threading mechanisms and event handler libraries. Similarly, although both Python and
Java implementations are ultimately referencing C libraries, the wrapping of these libraries
for each particular language differs such that other components like sockets are handled
somewhat differently. In turn, the resulting controller libraries differ architecturally, pro-
ducing different behaviors.
Under the first ping command, considerable differences can be observed. Layer 2 learn-
ing generally exhibits the highest RTT when initially learning flow rules since it must
communicate those rules to each individual switch in the path as each one discovers the
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Figure 7.4: Ryu RTT (1st Ping) - Linear Network
Figure 7.5: Ryu RTT (2nd Ping) - Linear Network
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Figure 7.6: Ryu Throughput - Linear Network
new traffic flow. Floyd-Warshall exhibits improvements with the NIx-MPLS flow instal-
lation. Likewise, BFS and UCS show improvement when this alternative flow installation
is deployed. Furthermore, BFS and UCS provide a lower RTT than Floyd-Warshall since
the former two algorithms search for one particular path while Floyd-Warshall calculates
all routes. Little difference is seen between the results of BFS and UCS since the linear
network only provides one possible route for every source-destination combination. The
reduction in RTT noted in response to the initial ping packet derives from the same reason-
ing addressed in the discussion of the Floodlight controller. Under the NIx-MPLS concept,
only one rule at the edge switches needs to be installed for a new traffic flow, limiting
the degree of coordination between the controller and switches. The second ICMP packet
transmissions produce similar results to the RTTs observed under the same circumstances
in the Floodlight controller. Since the switches have learned their flow rules and do not re-
quire interaction with the controller in the context of these particular flows, the influences
of controller library choice become less distinguishable. Results from the experiments em-
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ploying kernel space OpenvSwitch provide lower RTTs for the second ping, demonstrating
its general efficacy over its user space variant.
A greater advantage of deploying the NIx-MPLS flow installation can be noted by the
effective network throughput shown in Figure 7.6. The packet event handling in Python
and consequently Ryu is less efficient than the handling in Java and Floodlight. As such,
increasing traffic flows will produce more OFPT PACKET IN traffic at the controller. This
subsequent increase in traffic leads to the overall reduced throughput displayed in Figure
7.6. The fewer OFPT PACKET IN messages required for NIx-MPLS decreases the burden
on the controller, permitting the network to obtain a higher effective throughput.
7.1.2 Campus Network
For the campus network experiments, a subset of the controller applications considered
for the linear network have been examined. The controller applications exhibiting layer
2 learning are not assessed since they do not provide mechanisms to prevent forwarding
loops. In Floodlight, the unpatched and patched Forwarding applications are studied. In
Ryu, applications demonstrate either BFS, UCS, or Floyd-Warshall for path determination
and either simple or NIx-MPLS behavior for flow rule installation.
Floodlight
The results for the campus network experiments running Floodlight are shown in Figures
7.7, 7.8, 7.9, 7.10, 7.11, 7.12, and 7.13. In the case of the RTTs viewed for Subnet 1, any
observed differences are minimal. This similarity though is reasonable since packets are
only traversing a single link in the controlled network. The reduced number of decision
points in the network leads to less processing that is required when forwarding decisions
are made. In this same way, a minor improvement in the RTT for the first ping under For-
warding using kernel space OpenvSwitch reduces the impact of the decision for forwarding
between kernel and user space when no other network traffic is occurring. This processing
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Figure 7.7: Floodlight RTT from Subnet 1 (1st Ping) - Campus Network
reduction is less evident after flows have been installed, as noted in Figure 7.10. As shown
in Figures 7.8 and 7.9, the first ICMP packets transmitted from Subnets 2 and 3 result in
somewhat inconclusive results. Due to the uncertain nature of executing the experiments
on real hardware, variability between each experimental attempt, in addition to varied net-
work traffic, can result in inconsistent trends when observing the average data results. This
point can be seen in Subnet 3 especially by the response of the kernel space OpenvSwitch
deployment to increasing network traffic under Forwarding control. It can also be noticed
less prominently in Subnet 2 for the two user space OpenvSwitch experiments.
The second ping transmissions in both Subnets 2 and 3 exhibit little difference across
the two flow installation behaviors when user space OpenvSwitch is deployed. This simi-
larity continues to be a result of the additional mechanisms at work within the Floodlight
controller. Kernel space OpenvSwitch deployment, as has previously been noted, continues
to produce stable RTT improvement as it coordinates with the mechanisms of the Floodlight
controller. Reduction in RTT with increasing network traffic across all observations can be
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Figure 7.8: Floodlight RTT from Subnet 2 (1st Ping) - Campus Network
Figure 7.9: Floodlight RTT from Subnet 3 (1st Ping) - Campus Network
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Figure 7.10: Floodlight RTT from Subnet 1 (2nd Ping)- Campus Network
Figure 7.11: Floodlight RTT from Subnet 2 (2nd Ping)- Campus Network
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Figure 7.12: Floodlight RTT from Subnet 3 (2nd Ping)- Campus Network
Figure 7.13: Floodlight Throughput - Campus Network
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generally attributed to the combination of load balancing and flow information caching
administered in Floodlight. As shown in Figure 7.13, improvement in effective through-
put can be noticed for the NIx-MPLS behavior, especially with increasing network traffic.
However, the increase is minimal, and further testing would be beneficial to determine if
the trend might continue with the addition of more network traffic.
Ryu
The results for the campus network experiments running Ryu are shown in Figures 7.14,
7.15, 7.16, 7.17, 7.18, 7.19, and 7.20. General trends among the variables tested are rela-
tively inconsistent, most likely due to the degree of uncertainty associated with executing
these experiments in real-time. What can be seen for most levels of traffic though is the
ability for BFS and UCS with NIx-MPLS to produce the lowest RTT for the first ICMP
packet transmissions from any subnet. Additionally, for most traffic flow cases in Subnets
2 and 3, the RTT results for the Floyd-Warshall algorithm are improved with NIx-MPLS.
BFS and UCS continue to demonstrate approximately similar behavior, although some
cases also resulted in higher RTTs from UCS. The inability for UCS to produce improved
results to BFS by calculating the lowest-cost paths can be attributed to a relative lack of
path diversity and the fact that all observed paths must still traverse a single link between
Subnets 0 and 1. Although more paths are available compared to the true lack of possibil-
ities in the linear network, it can be assumed that the traffic patterns selected would task
the various routes equally. In this case, the additional processing of UCS to determine
lowest-cost paths would simply become computational overhead. Similarly to most other
cases observed, the RTT values from the second ping commands are lowest when kernel
space OpenvSwitch is used since flow rules have been installed and the switches can simply
process packets completely in kernel space.
As shown in Figures 7.15, 7.16, 7.18, and 7.19, the highest level of traffic (48 network
flows) produces inconsistent behavior in Subnets 2 and 3. As additional traffic is managed
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Figure 7.14: Ryu RTT from Subnet 1 (1st Ping) - Campus Network
Figure 7.15: Ryu RTT from Subnet 2 (1st Ping) - Campus Network
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Figure 7.16: Ryu RTT from Subnet 3 (1st Ping) - Campus Network
and resources are contended within Subnet 0 to move packets between the client Subnets
and Subnet 1, it can become more difficult for packets to traverse the network. This point
is especially noticeable for packets transmitted from the farthest areas of Subnet 2 where a
packet may potentially encounter over 10 decision points within the network, a possibility
less likely for packets from Subnet 3. Each decision point in turn introduces a point in
the path for a packet where it may get dropped under resource contention, requiring a
retransmission from its source for ICMP packets. This drawback in Subnet 2 consequently
promotes an environment in Subnet 3 from which packets are less likely to be dropped
and require retransmission. This notion could explain the resultant drop observed in RTT
for the first ping transmissions seen in Figure 7.16 and the abrupt increase for the second
transmissions seen in Figure 7.18.
As shown in Figure 7.20, effective throughput is again found to be improved when NIx-
MPLS flow installation is used. The same reason discussed in Section 7.1.1 applies for the
campus network as well where less communication between the controller and switches
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Figure 7.17: Ryu RTT from Subnet 1 (2nd Ping)- Campus Network
Figure 7.18: Ryu RTT from Subnet 2 (2nd Ping)- Campus Network
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Figure 7.19: Ryu RTT from Subnet 3 (2nd Ping)- Campus Network
Figure 7.20: Ryu Throughput - Campus Network
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alleviates the overall burden on the controller when processing messages.
7.2 GPU-Based Routing with Parallel Floyd-Warshall
Experiments performed on the ring of campus networks have been conducted on the ns-
3/DCE simulation framework in conjunction with the native CUDA integration discussed
in Section 3.2.1. Generally, function calls relating to time that are executed in DCE
will reference the simulated time instead of the wallclock time. A call to the Python
time.time function, for example, will attempt to call one of the C time.h functions,
time or gettimeofday, based on system availability. When executed in DCE, though,
these functions will report the simulated time in seconds for the program. Another C func-
tion, clock, returns the number of processor clock ticks which can be used to derive the
time in seconds with finer precision than what results from calls to other time.h functions.
However, processor variability across the numerous brands and architectures of CPUs avail-
able presents a modeling issue for DCE that leaves the clock method unimplemented in
its baseline. As such, the experiments comparing CUDA-based routing to other path algo-
rithms exploit this omission in order to examine the wallclock time rather than the simu-
lated time during the execution of the controller applications under examination. Calls to
the Python time.clock function return the processor time in seconds based on the value
reported by the C clock function, which in DCE will simply call the clock function
natively for these experiments.
Simulation experiments to compare the GPU-based implementation of Floyd-Warshall
against other CPU-based path algorithms have been executed on a system with a dual-
core 2.8GHz AMD Athlon II X2 220 processor with 4GB of RAM and running Ubuntu
14.04. The GPU used for these experiments is the NVIDIA GeForce GT 730 providing
1GB of memory, 902 MHz GPU clock rate, and 384 CUDA cores. It is a relatively low-
cost option compared to some other NVIDIA offerings but provides sufficient power to
demonstrate the effectiveness of CUDA-based routing for these experiments. For each
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Figure 7.21: Algorithm Processing Time for Ring of Campus Networks
algorithm and network size studied, simulations have been performed 20 times to obtain
the average processing time for algorithm computation, path reconstruction, and the total
process for each OFPT PACKET IN message handled.
As shown in Figures 7.21 and 7.24, simply executing the Floyd-Warshall algorithm
sequentially is not a scalable option. For 8 campuses (comprising 144 switches), the al-
gorithm will require nearly 3 million iterations, which as demonstrated, requires over 25
seconds to complete. In contrast, all other times observed, as shown in Figures 7.22, 7.23,
and 7.25, occur in milliseconds, which is much more reasonable in a networking environ-
ment. Algorithm computation for Floyd-Warshall is significantly reduced when the GPU
is allowed to process it. Furthermore, at larger scales, GPU-based Floyd-Warshall outper-
forms both UCS and BFS. This performance enhancement does not incur a significant cost
at the GPU either, never requiring more than 15MB of its memory. Considering the fact
that UCS and BFS are only tasked to calculate a single bidirectional path, employing the
GPU demonstrates significant improvement by calculating all possible paths in less time.
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Figure 7.22: Algorithm Processing Time for Ring of Campus Networks (Closer View)
Figure 7.23: Path Construction Processing Time for Ring of Campus Networks
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Figure 7.24: Total Process Completion Time for Ring of Campus Networks
Figure 7.25: Total Process Completion Time for Ring of Campus Networks (Closer View)
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This result is still evident for the total processing time required across increasing scales.
However, the difference between BFS and the GPU-based routing is less prominent. As
shown in Figure 7.23, the main constraint on GPU-based routing is found to be the path
reconstruction, a task left entirely to the CPU. Floyd-Warshall without assistance from the
GPU is able to provide the lowest path reconstruction time, and this point can be attributed
to the relatively straightforward manner that it can traverse the next array discussed in
Section 5.2. It might be assumed that the GPU-based version of Floyd-Warshall should ex-
hibit similar behavior to its sequential counterpart. However, the PyCUDA library, which
relies on the NumPy[69] scientific computing package for Python, requires a number of
data type conversions to occur to ensure that numerical comparisons of switch datapath
IDs and port numbers occur accurately. These conversions contribute collectively to the
overall processing time required to construct the paths from the next array. Better meth-
ods for handling the path reconstruction may surely be available, and further research will
attempt to uncover them to continue to improve the total processing time of GPU-based
route calculation.
7.3 Validated Performance Modeling
Experiments performed on the linear and single campus networks have been examined
in the ns-3/DCE simulation framework described in Section 4.1. Taking the controller
processing times gathered from the experimental results in Section 7.1, multiple simulation
models as well as some manipulation schemes of those models have been designed and
examined in an effort to determine the most appropriate implementation. The simulated
experiments have been executed on a system with a dual-core 2.8GHz AMD Athlon II X2
220 processor running Ubuntu 14.04. This particular system provided 4GB of RAM.
From the experiments performed on GENI aggregates for Section 7.1, controller pro-
cessing times and the number of primitive Python instructions required to complete pro-
cessing of particular procedures have been gathered using the Python time.clock and
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Figure 7.26: Number of Primitive Python Instructions vs. Wallclock Execution Time
Figure 7.27: Histogram of Python Controller Processing Times
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cProfile functionality, respectively. (time.clock is replaced with time.time in
simulation.) These results are shown in Figure 7.26. From this data, a crude measure of the
time required to complete Python instructions has been calculated, as noted by the “Sec-
onds per Python Instruction” displayed in the histogram in Figure 7.27. These values will
be referred to as the instruction processing time (Tip). Certain assumptions are made when
considering the data. Network programs, whether they are as simple as an application like
ping or as complex as those used by SDN controllers, generally will only make signifi-
cant use of a subset of a programming language and its libraries. Furthermore, as noted in
Section 5.3, composing timing models based on the intricate nuances of various CPU ar-
chitectures and underlying instruction sets is unnecessarily tedious in conjunction with the
current design of DCE. In attempting to simplify the resulting model, the notion that only
a subset of a programming library will see heavy usage limits the complexity required by
the model. It also suggests that these more heavily used components will produce timing
patterns that can be observed which generate histograms that can subsequently be used to
fit a simulated model.
An additional assumption is made regarding the nature of Python instructions compared
to the glibc functions for which DCE is designed. Because it is already being assumed that
only a subset of the Python libraries will see significant usage, a similar conjecture can be
made regarding the utilization of glibc for the underlying C language. The timing patterns
more so than the specific time measurements of distinct functions are of importance for
the simulated model. Therefore, the transitive notion that the patterns evoked for Python
instructions would produce similar trends for the C functions on which Python is ultimately
executing is assumed when examining the models.
Although controllers are operating continuously within an SDN, specific event han-
dling functions prompted for a particular controller application can be monitored to gather
timing and profile data. For the applications studied in Section 7.1, these functions are
elicited based on OFPT MULTIPART REQUEST and OFPT PACKET IN messages. The
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OFPT MULTIPART REQUEST messages are received immediately after the controller
and a switch have completed the OpenFlow handshake. For NIx-MPLS flow rule installa-
tion, these messages are used by the controller to determine when a switch is in the cor-
rect state to receive instructions for OFPAT POP MPLS actions. The OFPT PACKET IN
messages cause the controller applications to instruct switches for ARP handling or packet
routing. A number of other operations occur as well over the course of a controller timeline.
However, these procedures, such as LLDP packet handling, host discovery, and topology
data requests occur in negligible durations compared to the aforementioned operations, are
primarily used for accessing and storing information, and do not interact with any Python
primitive instructions which would call glibc functions. For these reasons, the operations
concerning OFPT MULTIPART REQUEST and OFPT PACKET IN messages are consid-
ered the “major” ones regarding this modeling effort.
The data shown in Figure 7.27 represents frequency distribution for the instruction pro-
cessing times for “major” operations for all controller testing in GENI. From this data,
three probability distributions are fitted to the data and examined: gamma, log-normal, and
Weibull. These distributions have been primarily selected based on their immediate visual
resemblance to the data as well as their baseline support provided in ns-3. The solid lines
from the figure represent the distributions fitted based on the entirety of the dataset. As
noted by the first asterisk in the figure, a significant peak occurs for approximately 15µs. It
is evident from the fitted lines that this particular peak significantly influences the resulting
distribution models. The second and third asterisks in the figure note a local minimum at
43µs and a local maximum at 78µs that serve as additional features under consideration
when evaluating the examined simulation models. The set of dashed lines in the figure fit
a subset of the original data beginning with time values at the 43µs local minimum to the
maximum time value observed. This subset of the data, as noted in Table 7.4, represents
just over half of the total samples collected from experimentation in GENI. However, as Ta-
ble 7.3 points out, these samples contribute 85% of the observed timing influence, proving
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to be a key contributor when evaluating a simulated model.
Random variable streams are introduced for event scheduling in the task manager of
DCE. These variable streams take the fitting parameters calculated from the entirety of the
controller processing time dataset. Informal initial testing demonstrated a need to scale
the values produced by the random variable streams in order to more closely resemble the
original data. For this reason, a scaling factor of 100 is considered. Initial histogram re-
sults are shown in Figures 7.28, 7.29, and 7.30. For each controller application running
the first three of the four traffic generation patterns from Section 6.2, 10 simulations have
been performed, each using the same seed but a different seed run for the random number
generator[70]. The general behaviors of the initial models produce some resemblance to
the original data. Testing over the course of this effort presented the limitation that DCE
would not mimic the 15µs global maximum but could still adequately produce results that
fit the three mentioned features and the subset model. To elaborate, by using the fitted
distributions for the entire original dataset, the features and the subset patterns could be
produced. However, the span over which these resultant distributions occur does not ef-
fectively map to either the original model or the subset model. Results from using the
log-normal distribution provide a minor visual resemblance, but it is still not considered
sufficient.
Secondary testing, shown in Figures 7.31, 7.32, and 7.33, has implemented antithetic
sampling for the distributions of the random variable streams. Again, for each controller
application running the first three of the four traffic generation patterns from Section 6.2, 10
simulations have been performed, each using the same seed but a different seed run. Anti-
thetic sampling provides a statistical mechanism by which variance in a sample population
can be reduced, and this variance reduction is evident in testing through the “tightening” of
the histogram data seen in the figures. This tightening produces models that more closely
match the features and subset models of the original data.
Further manipulation is necessary in order to improve the models. Transformational
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Figure 7.28: Histogram for gamma fitting
with α=1.53398 and β=4.03046e-5 whose sampled values are scaled by a factor of 100.
Figure 7.29: Histogram for log-normal fitting
with µ=-10.05126 and σ=0.89957 whose sampled values are scaled by a factor of 100.
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Figure 7.30: Histogram for Weibull fitting
with scale=6.69475e-5 and shape=1.28053 whose sampled values are scaled by a factor
of 100.
Figure 7.31: Histogram for gamma fitting with antithetic sampling
with α=1.53398 and β=4.03046e-5 whose sampled values are scaled by a factor of 100.
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Figure 7.32: Histogram for log-normal fitting with antithetic sampling
with µ=-10.05126 and σ=0.89957 whose sampled values are scaled by a factor of 100.
Figure 7.33: Histogram for Weibull fitting with antithetic sampling
with scale=6.69475e-5 and shape=1.28053 whose sampled values are scaled by a factor
of 100.
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shifting of the random variable streams is one potential avenue for moving the resulting
distributions toward both the features and the subset model. Indeed, instruction processing
times less than 3µs are not observed in the real-world original data since no real-time pro-
cessing can possibly occur in zero-time. This 3µs shift though would still not be sufficient
based on differences between the original data features and their simulated analogues. An
additional caveat is the necessity to provide some bound to the maximum Tip allowed to
both maintain realism and ensure that scheduled times do not cause the simulated network
to stall. In this way, the Weibull distribution in the ns-3 baseline provides the most thorough
pathway for continued adjustments to the model. For the Weibull distribution results shown
in Figure 7.33, the difference between the original features and their simulated analogues
is 12.09µs, and this value is used to shift the random variable samples prior to scaling.
The maximum recorded Tip from the original data is 522.687µs, and this value is used as a
simple bound on the values permitted for the Weibull distribution. For both models and for
each controller application running the first three of the four traffic generation patterns from
Section 6.2, 20 simulations have been performed, each using the same seed but a different
seed run.
The histogram results for this shifting and bounding are shown in Figures 7.34 and
7.35. Figure 7.35 is simply provided to visualize the low occurrence of Tip values beyond
the originally recorded maximum. (Additionally, all raw controller processing data is pre-
sented in Appendix A to visually convey how the simulated results compare to the data
in Figure 7.26.) Figure 7.34 visually demonstrates the improved nature of the simulated
model to fit the noted features and the subset model. Tables 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5 aim
to provide a better understanding of how all of the proposed models compare. In Table
7.1, the bound Weibull distribution provides the lowest time and Tip as well as the second
highest maximum number of instructions, i.e. the second closest to the originally recorded
maximum. In Table 7.2, the root sum of squares (RSS) is calculated for each model based
on the observed distances of the simulated minimum and maximum features from those in
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Figure 7.34: Histogram for bound Weibull fitting with antithetic sampling
with scale=6.69475e-5 and shape=1.28053 whose sampled values (with a maximum of
522.687µs) are shifted by 12.09µs, then scaled by a factor of 100.
Figure 7.35: Remaining histogram for bound Weibull fitting with antithetic sampling
with scale=6.69475e-5 and shape=1.28053 whose sampled values (with a maximum of
522.687µs) are shifted by 12.09µs, then scaled by a factor of 100.
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the original data. With an RSS of 14.104, the bound Weibull distribution shows the lowest
variation from the originally recorded features. Tables 7.3 and 7.4 are presented to nu-
merically distinguish the quality of each model as it pertains to two different methods for
examining the composition of each dataset. In Table 7.3, data is represented based on the
amount of time that portions of the histograms comprise. In this way, lower percentages
beyond the maximum Tip are preferable. Also, while the extent of the global maximum
exhibited by the original data is difficult to replicate, closer proportions of the other two
percentage columns to the original data results in Table 7.3 would be a goal when further
improving the model. Table 7.4 presents data based on the number of samples that com-
pose each dataset. Similar reasoning to that for Table 7.3 can be used when examining this
table. The bound Weibull distribution provides the third lowest percentage of time outside
the originally recorded maximum and the lowest percentage of samples in this range. Both
the regular and antithetic sampling for the log-normal distributions provide the most rea-
sonable compositions for the other percentages considered. Future research would benefit
from examining additional manipulation schemes on this particular distribution.
Table 7.5 provides a statistical analysis of each proposed distribution model to better
gauge the similarity of the simulated models to the original data. In the case of the Mann-
Whitney U test, also referred to as a rank-sum test, the null hypothesis states that when
selecting a value from each of two sample populations, it is equally likely that one value is
greater or less than the other value. For the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, the null hypothesis
examines whether two sample populations could have been derived from the same proba-
bility distribution. These statistical tests are used to compare a subset of the original data,
beginning at the 43µs local minimum and extending to the maximum Tip observed, against
each simulated dataset using the same range constraints. For all tested models, it is diffi-
cult to statistically claim that they are similar to the original data. The nearest approach
to a statistically similar model is the Weibull distribution with antithetic sampling and no
bounding based on the proximity of its statistics to zero. In fact, the result of shifting and
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bounding this distribution is actually less statistical similarity comparatively. However, the
analytical data from the other tables can still be used to suggest that statistical similarity
can be sacrificed for a more practically similar model in this case. Due to the simplifying
assumptions originally considered, statistical similarity is not necessarily a requirement but
instead a goal for which a stricter or more robust simulation model should strive. Although
not statistically similar, the ability for the proposed simulation model, in this particular case
the bound Weibull distribution with antithetic sampling, to capture some of the more promi-
nent aspects of the original data provides a sufficient mechanism for adequately modeling

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This work has covered a variety of concepts and experimental research in terms of proto-
typing improvements for software-defined networks and providing more realistic models
for examining them within simulation. The originally proposed NIx vector construct for
dynamic, on-demand network routing has been borrowed to develop the NIx-MPLS flow
rule installation behavior for SDN. By deploying NIx-MPLS flow rule installation in cer-
tain SDN controller libraries, switches can be instructed in a quicker, more succinct manner
that, based on the observed results, suggests an improved effective throughput in the SDN.
Path determination utilizing the massive parallelism of GPUs has also been studied, demon-
strating improved processing time when using the Floyd-Warshall algorithm. Furthermore,
the parallelized version of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm using the GPU provides faster
processing times when calculating all paths in an SDN to simpler single-path computation
using sequential versions of BFS and UCS. Finally, a model has been designed and evalu-
ated for an adequate representation of instruction processing time distributions in an SDN
controller operating in simulation. The approach and pathway to achieving this model has
been described, ultimately deeming a shifted and bound Weibull distribution with antithetic
sampling as an appropriate approximation. This distribution has been introduced into the
task scheduling mechanisms of DCE to influence a random variable stream responsible for
providing time values to the event scheduler. These values in turn permit the network sim-
ulation to advance its simulation time in a manner that resembles realistic processing times
for the SDN controller.
Future research will focus on some of the current issues related to the implementation
of the research and certain shortcomings of the experimental setups. Although NIx-MPLS
behavior provided some improvements over typical flow rule installation, it is constrained
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in its use of MPLS headers. An improvement that fully deploys a NIx vector header that
can be understood by both the controller and its switches would benefit from not only the
improvements toward flow rule installation but also a more concise representation of the
NIx vector within its own specified header. This header would require its own EtherType
that the controller and switches understand and include the NIx vector itself and values
representing the original EtherType of the packet, the total length of the NIx vector, and its
current length in relation to the location of the packet in the path. The switches would then
require experimental flow rules that would allow them to parse and modify the NIx vector
and appropriately forward the packets based on it. GPU-based packet routing for SDN, al-
though initially promising based on the results of this research, still requires testing within
a more adequate testbed. The sequential nature of event scheduling in ns-3 does not permit
a true tasking of the GPU on the controller in the presence of typical network traffic. A
more appropriate real-time testbed would allow a better representation of packet reception
and handling within the network to better determine how the GPU may potentially cause a
bottleneck under more significant network stress. Additionally, further testing on improve-
ments to the path reconstruction algorithms utilized in conjunction with the parallelized
Floyd-Warshall algorithm can provide more significant reductions in overall processing
times.
Although the simulation model determined for mimicking the controller processing
times produced an adequate representation, further testing could continue to determine its
appropriateness on a broader scale. The model presented can be most specifically consid-
ered as a representation in network simulation of results observed in GENI. Greater variety
in terms of the processors and environments used for hardware real-time test results could
be examined, and based on these results, the applicability of the current model could be
either corroborated or adjusted accordingly. Validating the performance of the simulated
model across as many variables and for as many scenarios as possible improves its realism





CONTROLLER PROCESSING TIME DATA
The figures provided in this appendix show the raw controller processing data for each of
the simulated models discussed in Section 7.3. Graphs are presented with the number of
primitive Python instructions gathered from the cProfile instruction profiling capabil-
ity in Python against the time required to complete a particular number of instructions. For
each case, one figure presents the entire data set such that it can be visualized and under-
stood in its complete context. In a second figure for each simulation model, each figure
is limited on the x- and y- axes to the maximum values derived from the original data set
gathered through experiments run on GENI aggregates. These figures provide a better view
of the majority of the simulated data results within the constraints of the original dataset
limits.
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Figure A.1: Total simulated data for gamma fitting
with α=1.53398 and β=4.03046e-5 whose sampled values are scaled by a factor of 100.
Figure A.2: Subset of simulated data for gamma fitting
with α=1.53398 and β=4.03046e-5 whose sampled values are scaled by a factor of 100.
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Figure A.3: Total simulated data for log-normal fitting
with µ=-10.05126 and σ=0.89957 whose sampled values are scaled by a factor of 100.
Figure A.4: Subset of simulated data for log-normal fitting
with µ=-10.05126 and σ=0.89957 whose sampled values are scaled by a factor of 100.
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Figure A.5: Total simulated data for Weibull fitting
with scale=6.69475e-5 and shape=1.28053 whose sampled values are scaled by a factor
of 100.
Figure A.6: Subset of simulated data for Weibull fitting
with scale=6.69475e-5 and shape=1.28053 whose sampled values are scaled by a factor
of 100.
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Figure A.7: Total simulated data for gamma fitting with antithetic sampling
with α=1.53398 and β=4.03046e-5 whose sampled values are scaled by a factor of 100.
Figure A.8: Subset of simulated data for gamma fitting with antithetic sampling
with α=1.53398 and β=4.03046e-5 whose sampled values are scaled by a factor of 100.
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Figure A.9: Total simulated data for log-normal fitting with antithetic sampling
with µ=-10.05126 and σ=0.89957 whose sampled values are scaled by a factor of 100.
Figure A.10: Subset of simulated data for log-normal fitting with antithetic sampling
with µ=-10.05126 and σ=0.89957 whose sampled values are scaled by a factor of 100.
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Figure A.11: Total simulated data for Weibull fitting with antithetic sampling
with scale=6.69475e-5 and shape=1.28053 whose sampled values are scaled by a factor
of 100.
Figure A.12: Subset of simulated data for Weibull fitting with antithetic sampling
with scale=6.69475e-5 and shape=1.28053 whose sampled values are scaled by a factor
of 100.
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Figure A.13: Total simulated data for bound Weibull fitting with antithetic sampling
with scale=6.69475e-5 and shape=1.28053 whose sampled values (with a maximum of
5.22687e-4) are shifted by 1.209e-5, then scaled by a factor of 100.
Figure A.14: Subset of simulated data for bound Weibull fitting with antithetic sampling
with scale=6.69475e-5 and shape=1.28053 whose sampled values (with a maximum of
5.22687e-4) are shifted by 1.209e-5, then scaled by a factor of 100.
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